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INTRODUCTION 
This  report deals with the management  of the financial and  technical 
cooperation between the European Economic  Community  and  the Associated 
African States and  t·1adagascar  (A.ASM)  during 19721  the  second year in which 
the  second  Yaounde  Convention was  applied. 
The  policy of financial  and  technical cooperation implemented by the 
Community  and  the  AASM  during the financial year 1972  is a  continuation of 
that followed  in 1971  and,  more  general~, throughout all the years of 
execution of the first Yaounde  Convention  •  .. 
However,  the year 1972  presents four special features  : 
- a  certain change  of sectoral emphasis  in the Community's  action to the  ~ 
benefit of directly productive activities,  and  in particular rural production,· 
can be  noted in relation to 1971; 
-.  e'ndeavours  to promote  intei'-Afrioan regional :projects have been continued, 
particularly as regards transport neia-1orks; 
- for the first time the  scholarships programme  has been drawn  up  and  implemen-
ted in a  multiannual form  making it possible to cover the whole  period of 
training of each  scholarship-holder; 
the  choice of modes  of financ{?g from  the resources of the European 
nevelopment  Fund  has been more  widely used on  the oooasion of the first 
participation taken up  by the  Community  in the formation of risk capital. 
In Chapter  One  the  projects and  programmes  decided on  in the  course 
of 1972 'l'till be  briefly reviewed  sector by sector. 
A second  Chapter will describe  the  concrete  implementation of each 
of the  main  types of .financing from  the  preparation of the aids to the 
utilisation of the finished projects. 
Those  parts of the report which  oonoern the European  Investment  Bank 
were  prepared by the latter's services in conformity with Article  29 of the 
Convention. - 1- VIII/275(73)E  C-5 
CHAPTER  I  - SYNOPSIS  OF  AIDS  DECIDED  ON  IN  1972,  BY  SECTOR 
OF  ECONOMIC  AND  SOCIAL  ACTIVITY 
Total  commitments  entered upon  in 1972  from both European Development 
Fund  credits and  the European  Investment Bank's own  resources  amounted  to 
213  million  of u.a.  This  amount  breaks down  as follows between the different 
sectorsof activity. 
Financial Year  1972  'ooo u.a. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
(1) 
Development  of Eroduction 
and  trade  Eromotion 
•  rural production 
•  industrialisation 
•  tourism 
•  trade promotion 
Economic  infrastructure 
•  roads and bridges 
•  railways 
•  ports  and  navigable waterways 
•  airports 
•  telecommunications 
Social develoEment 
education and training 
•  health 
•  Hater supplies,  municipal 
administration,  housing 
Emergency  aids 
Miscellaneous 
T  0  T A L 
Commitments 
2nd  & 3rd EDF  + EIB 
(1) 
111.541 
88.640 
22.815 
62 
30 
57-947 
22.408 
4.178 
.n.oo5 
252 
104 
34.87:2 
. .31.364 
2.487 
1.024 
407 
8.120 
212.966 
% 
1972 
2bl 
41,7 
10,6 
.  .llz1 
10,6 
2,0 
14,5 
0,1 
16,3 
14,6 
1,2 
0,5 
0,2 
4,0 
100 
These  are  new  commitments  from which the  monies  made  available 
and relating to  second EDF  credits1lava not been deducted 
% 
cumulated 
1971-1972 
38,3' 
27,0 
10,4 
0,3 
o,6 
.4.9.Il 
24,5 
3,6 
11,4 
o,a 
0,4 
l1.t.§. 
11,5 
1,1 
2,0 
3,0 
ld 
100 
in 1972 - 2- VIII/275(73)E  G-5 
Comparing the  sector by  sector percentages for the financial 
year 1972  \vi th tho.:;e  for 1971  (total amount  of :commitments  l  253  million 
u.a.) it can be  noted that the  financing decisions taken this year have 
mainly concerned the  development  of directly productive activities 
(52%  as against  27%) 1  particularly rural production  (42%  aa  against 15%). 
Tne  share used for industrial development has  remained more  or less stable 
(10,3%,  as against 10,6%).  On  the  other hand,  a  smaller part of the 
financing decisions related to tne·construction of roads  and bridges 
(lo%,  as against 35%).  However,  no  particular significance should be 
attached to these  changes  from  year to year in the distribution by 
sectors of Community  financing.  Changes  of direction made  under the  terms 
of the  Association Convention and  the directives of the Association Council 
must  be assessed over a  period of. several years.  The  fact  is that from 
one  year to the next inevitable changes  in the time-table for the study 
of the projects,  a  recasting- by one  or more· of the Associated States-
of the order of priority of the  schemes  proposed for Community  financing, 
or,  again,  a  financial decision relating to a· project involving a  specially 
large  sum,  can appreciably  af~ect the  composition of the  finanoing by 
sectors. 
The  breakdown of the credits among  the beneficiary States is 
given in detail at Tables  2  and  3  in the  Annex. 
We  will analyse below the actions financed in 1972,  sector by 
sector,  indicating their place in the  development  programmes  of''the 
countries or groups  of countries  concerned and endeavouring to pinpoint 
their economic  ~~ social importance. 
Tne  modes  of financing used for these  projects and  programmes 
have  only been specified as  regards the refundable aids or participation 
in the  formation of risk capital.  In all the  other oases,  where  no 
particular indication is given,  we  are dealing with EDF  subsidies. 
The  de-tailed conditions of financing will be studied in Chapter II, 
Section 2. - 3- VIII/275(73)E 
SECTION  1  - THE  DEVELOPI·'lENT  OF  PRODUCTION  AND  TRADE  PROMOTION 
Among  the  guidelines laid do>m  by the  Council of Association 
very special importance has been attached,  from  the vary outset of the 
first Yaounde  Convention,  to the  development  of the directly productive 
sectors.  I·fore  than 43%  of all the  credits of the  second EDF  have been 
committed  in this  sphere.  In 1972 7  52 73%  of the total amount  of Community 
commitments  v:ere  devoted to  developing different branches of px-odnction, 
as  against  26%  in 1971. 
Ho1vever 1  the  spectacular increase in the volume  of· financing 
decisions  concerning productive  investments in 1972  doe<J  not reflect a;oy 
new  orientation of Commu."lity  aid.  It is simply the result of 
11Catching up" 
in relation to tho  financial year 1971.  To  finalise  productive px-ojects 
the Associated States often need  preparatory technical assistance,  parti-
cularly in the  matter of rural improvement.  Being aware  of the  probl~ro, 
the  Commission,  in 1971 7  financed  the  plltting in· hand of  important studies 
\ 
in the  sectors of agriculture,  livestock breeding,  industrialisation and 
tourism.  It is partly on the basis of these studies,  and of others 
previously financed by  the  second EDF,  that  the  countries  concerned 
were  able to  complete  their dossiers and  that financing decisions could 
be  taken  which~ this yearv  have  given greater weight  to the  Community 
commitments  in the productive sector.  These  commitments  have  doubled in 
absolute  value,  rising from  66  million u.a.  (1971)  to 112  millions  (1972). 
They  concerned 17  schemes  for  ne1rr  investments and the pu.rsui-!:  of about  J.O 
investment  prograwnes  which have  alre~~ benefited, under various formav 
from  Conwunity aid during earlier years.  Finally,  a  few decisions of the 
Community  during the fina."lciai year 1972  concern measures for tachnical 
cooperation1  the suppJy of cadres  or general studies,  ps.rticula.rly in the 
field of industrialisation. 
§ 1  AgEicultural production 
The  development  of agricultural production had  the benefit of 
85.2  million u.a.  in new  commitments  in 1972  (38.3  million in 1971)~ 
This  financi~g concer~ed 19  investment projeots to which  rQUst  be  add~d 
a  few  preparatOI"J studies. 
•••/aeo -4- VIII/27 5  (7 3  )E  C-5 
Most  of the  schemes  decided  on  are aimed,  not at the  isol~tod 
development  of a  particular crop,  but at the integrated organization of 
vast rural complexes.  Their object;Lve  is the diversificatio'n of crops  1 
but also a  better regional balance for the benefit of the less fortunate 
areas  in the  Associated States.  They  are generally centred aro.und  one 
key crop,  which  rnuzt  ensure  the financial profitability of the  modernisa--
tion efrorts undertaken.  Except  in the  case of agro-industrial complexes, 
the  stress has  eve~vhere been laid on the development  of food  crops  .  . 
capable  of better guaranteeing the  livelihood of the  population and 
raising their living sta1~ards to limit exodus  from the land.  Another 
characteristic feature of the  schemes  chosen is the place given to the 
training of farmers  by various  measures  to provide  oadres 7  and for the 
functional  liquidation of illiteracy.  The  objec·~ is tha.t  the technical 
assistance  linked with the  projects shall form  its own  successors in 
order to provide  the Associated Sta·ces  with the  personnel necessary to 
continue tho efforts they have undertaken'to modernise  their agriculture. 
It should be  added that rural develo~ment has also been favoured 
by numerous  projects for transport  infrastructure  (detailed in Section 2) 
and  specific measur€s  for the training of peasants  (detaiiad in Section 3) 
a)  Industrial and  export  crops 
The  indu.strial and  export  crops around vthich  projects approved in 
the  course  of 1972  are organised,  in order of importance, are, .ootton, 
tea,  gro~•dnuts, oil palms,  cashew  nuts and  coffee. 
The  countries concerned are very numerous  Chad,  Central African 
Republic,  R1v<mda  (two  projects),  Buru.."lq,i,  Cameroon,  ~iad.agasca.r 
(two  projects),  Dahomey  (two  projects),  Senegal  (two  projects). 
These  crops often represent one  of the  main  ~o-ricu.ltura.l resources of 
the Associated State1  if not  sometimes  its only notable  export  crop 
(for example  groundnu·~s in Senegalv  cotton in Chad.  and  the  Central 
African Republic, oil palms  in Dahomey). 
Although the r.uin  concern of the  Associated States 'is to diversify 
their rural production,  analysis of the  sitUa.tion has  lead.  the  Govern-
ments  of these States to  put  in hand,  parallel \vith the experiments in 
rural diversification7  a.  certain number  of programmes  for  reorganis~ 
tion and  modernisation vlhich  are necessary to make  the  products on 
which  they depend,  a.."ld  Nhich  account  for  a.  considerable part of their -~  5 ·- VIII/275(73)E  0..5 
...  Two  p:t'o1Jramt.10S  for  j,n:t0grm:~od. rural development,  n:w.inly  oonoex-n~d with tho 
development  of  cotton-g:J.'OHing~ but also  including other crops,  were  decided 
on in 1972.  One  had been  submitted by the  Government  of Chad  and  the other 
by that of the  Central African Republic. 
In  Chad~ it is a  matter of implementing a  five-year programme  (1972/73  to 
1976/77)  for developing the  cotton-groi.;ing area in the South.  The  population 
of the  region concerned numbers  1.8 million,  living on nearly 300.000 
individual farms. 
The  amount  of the  Community  aid is 11.367.000  u.a~ The  farmers  themselves, 
the  Chad  budgety  the  French fUnd  for aid and  cooperation,  are also sharing 
in the  financing of this projectr  in which a  total of more  that 38  million 
u.a. will be  committed. 
T'ne  objectives of this vast operation are  to render more  competitive and 
to extend  Chad's  only  i~port~~t export  crop- cotton- and at the  same  time 
to  stimulate  production of food  crops 7  to develop breeding of draught 
animals  and then animals fattened for slaughter to be  consumed  on the  spot 
or marketed v;ithin the  cou.~try.  The  consumption of cotton in the  world has 
remained  stable for  ::;ome  years  now  and  competi-tion from  man-made  fibres  is 
I 
increasingly acute.  Faced Hith this situation,  and having to maintain both 
the  competitiveness of its products  on  a  difficult market  and  the  purchasing 
po1,rer  of the  producers 7  the  Chad  Government  has been led ·t;o  bring its 
action to bear mainly on  the elements of prime  costs. 
The  progra.rnme  chosen for 1972  is a  follovr-·up  to  the earliel' actions of 
the  Community 7  Hhich  made  it possible to  ca:rry out  cotton productivity 
campaigns  from  1965  to  1971  (for an amount  of nearly 10  million u.a..). 
These  resulted in a  note•.vorthy  increase in yields and production  (from 
86.800  tons of  cottonseed  in 1966  to 148.000  tons  in 1968/69)~ 
The  results expected from  the present projects are  supplementary production 
of 300.000  to;1s: of cottonseed  and 7  in particular,  a  bettor return on this 
production.  The  Chad  second Five  Year  Plan  (1971/)5)  envisages a  total 
increase of 21  million u.a.  in the  value of co·t;ton  exports around  1980. 
T'nis  progri.llllffie  should also result in extra production of 52.000  tons of 
sorghum,  of 16.000  tons  of ,[,rroud.nuts  and  55.000  tons of  rioe~ - 6- VIII/275(7.3)E  C-5 
Tho  fin~cing decision regarding the pentral African ·Republic  is for 
a  scheme  to  give  a  new  start to and  to exp.and  cotton and  coffee-growing 
in the East-Centre  and  the North-West  of the  country.  These  regions have 
an area of 33.000  sq km  and  are  inhabited by  66%  of the  country's population 
Tho  farms  directly concerned by this project provide  a  livelihood for 
750.000  people.  The  programme  is based on three  schemes  alre~  being 
carried out with EDF  support.  It takes up their main'objectives and 
merges  them  into an action concept Nhich is better integrated and  more 
diversified within a  five-year programme. 
The  ac·hon to increase  cotton  pro~uctivity should make  it possible to 
remedy  the  decline in this production,  above all in quantity, but also 
qualitatively which has been observed in recent years  and  to step up 
production of cottonseed from 72.000  to 105.000 tons.  The  action to 
promote  productivity of coffee-growing will concern the restoration of 
5.800 hectares of ~amily plantations and the  creation of 1.200 hectares 
of  ne~·r  plantations.  The  objective is to increase annual  production by 
2.500  tons. 
The  programme  is divided into two  phases.  The  first phase,  which  w:i.ll  be 
supported by the  credits  committed on the  EDF  in 1972  to the tune of 
4.800.000 u.a.  r  t-Iill  cover the 1972/73  to 1974/75  crop  years~ The 
second Hill end 1-rith  the 1976/77  crop year.  The  financing of the  second 
phase will depend  on the results obtained in the  course of the first. 
~ne PNUD  (1)  is associated in this  scheme; while the Central African 
State and  the  farmers  concerned are also sharing in the financing. 
• After cotton7  tea is the  second industrial crop in terms of the amount 
of  Co~~unity financing devoted to it in the financial year 1972.  The  two 
principal beneficiary countries are  Rwanda  and Burundi.  Two  other schemes 
of more  modest  scale also  concern the development of tea-growing in 
Cameroon  and  in I•fu.dagasca.r. 
In R•·randa 7  the  Commission has decided to finance  three  schemes  to a  total 
amouu"t  of more  than 10.000.000 u.a.  ~nese are  : 
•  the  pu_.r-sui t  and extension of the  tea-grO'I'ling projects at Cyangugu.  and 
•  the  extension of tea-&TOwing  on small plantations; 
•  the  installation of the national organisation for the  development  of 
tea g'.COvli ng  (  O},TJ)T) • - 7- VIII/275(73)E  C-5 
The  aim of these  interventioxf?'  is the  expansion of exportable agricultural 
production against a  background of diversification of Rl'la.nd.a  crops,  among 
'l'lhich  coffee at present  occupies  the  predominant  position.  They- dovetail 
with the  Rvranda  Plan,  \vhich  aims at achieving,  in the  course of the 
1970-1980  decade,  the plantation of 11.000 hectares of tea trees~  The 
placing of R•'landa's  tea production at a  suitable price on  external 
.markets does  not  seem  likely to run into any  major difficulties. 
The  first interveniions for the development  of tea-growing in Rwanda  have 
hitherto concerned the provision of industrial blocks.  The  tea obtained 
· from  the  plantations is of very good  quality and  yields are high;  1.500 to 
2~000 kgjha.  The  aim of the first project chosen is to  ~ollow up  these 
actions,  which have 'been  financed since 1962  by the Community  to on  amount 
of 7.400.000 u.a. 
In addition to the extension of the  crops and  the  carrying-out of 
infrastructure work,  the project provides for an increase  in the  capacity 
of the tea factory at Shagastra,  which will be stepped up  from  800  tons 
to 1.800 tons  per year,  and  the building of the Gisakura plant, with a. 
capacity of 1.200 tons. 
Follo\v-ing  this effort in the field of tea-growing in high-yield induatria.l 
blocks which  has  made  the R\.;anda  population receptive to tea-growing 
techniques,  the  Community  has  decided to finance  a  programme  to develop 
this same  crop  on  small family  holdings~ Yields will be slighly less and 
probably betv;een  1.500 and  1.800 kg/ha of dry tea.  The  two  types of 
cultivation can moreover  coexist in the  same  area.  The  present programme 
mainly consists of the· installation, over a  period of six years,  of 
1.  700  further hectares of tea plantations in the  shape of small family 
undertakings.  The  peasants will be  owners  of their lots and responsible 
for production.  They  will be  grouped together in planters1cooperatives 
or associations. 
In Burundi,  the  Community  has  continued its aid to the development  of 
tea-gro·vring,  l'lhich began in 1962  and  :represents an aggregate  outlay of more 
than 7.000.000  u.a~ The  present project is part of the Burundi Development 
Plan,  which provides for a  programme  of 10.000 ha of tea-grolv-ing plantations 
between no\v  and  1985.  This  should give  an annual production of around 
10.000 tons.  EDF  aid  (2~000.000 u.a.)  should mruce  it possible to extend 
three  plantations  on  a  total area of 500  hectares. -8- VIII/275(73)E  G-5 
In 1972  the  Comm~~sion also decided on the finaning ot a  tea factory for 
the  580--hectaro  plantation at Tora7  along with technical assistance to 
set it going.  This_prcdominantly industrial integrated project is 
de£cribed in greater detail in paragraph  2  (Industrialisation) of this 
Section. 
Finally,  the  possibilities of further extension of tea-growing in 
Burundi  in tho future  are  the  subject of a  new  study financed by EDF 
resources~ which was  also approved. in 1972 •. This  study concerns the 
development  of tea on small family holdings,  as in Rwanda. 
}n Can:-aroon,  the  CoiT'JnU..J.i ty has  agreed to part-finance a  programme  for 
the  ~election and multiplication of the plant material necessary to 
establish at Djuttitsa  (East  Cameroon)  a  tea-growing block of about 
700 ha.  The  major part of this scheme  is being financed by the Cameroon 
Government  and  French bilateral aid.  Production is mainly intended for 
domestic  consumption. 
In the  r.Tala.3"as:y:  ReJ?u.bli.,9. 7  EDF  is part-financing a.  station for tea..-g.rowing 
research to an amount  of 180.000 u.a. 
Tvro  programmes  of ag.ro-industrial development for a.  to·tal amount  of 
7.000.000 u.a.  have  been chosen in 1972  for Dahome;y. 
The  first of these  concerns ·  ..  the  plantation of oil-producing palm 
groves of selected quality in the  Departement  of Ouema. 
The  second is aimed at the  extension of the plantations of anacardiums 
(cashe'.-T  nut  trees)  in the DePa.rtements  of Zou,  Borgou  and  Atakora.. 
The  aim of the first  scheme  is to provide,  betv;een 197.3  and  1975,  a 
plantation of 4.000 ha of selected palm trees, production from which will 
be treated by the oil mill on the neighbouring plantation of Agonvy  (also 
financed by  Community  aid).  T'nis  product fits into the  framework of the 
national policy to develop the olive-oil industry on  vrhich  the Governm<:mt 
of D~omey has been engaged  since  1955.  The  Community  has already contri-
buted to these  various  programmes  to a  total  ~~ount of about  17.000~000.u.a. 
Palm  oil is mainly used by the  margarine  industry.  This  is a  difficult 
market,  vrhose  future  is fraught with many  factors  of uncertainty,  in 
particular because:· of the  ever-increasing possibilities of substitution 
of the different oils and fats.  The  consequences of a  possible fall in 
prices  c.:1n  only be  checked by an appr'{;)cia.ble  increase in yields and of 
production per planter. - 9- VIII/275(73)E  C-5 
This project will make  it possible to introduce into a  traditional milieu 
improved practices of intensive  cultivation~ :Sy  thus establishing a  basic 
J 
ed·..:toational,  health and  economic  infrastructure, it will promote  the 
social development  of the region concerned. 
The  second project  aims  at  the development  of the less fortunate regions 
in the  North of Dahomey  which,  although their fertility is lort,  are 
nevertheless  suitable for the  growing of the cashew tree.  The  scheme  will 
provide  the  inhabitants of these  poor regions with an appreciable  extra 
monetary  income. 
The  good results achieved by the first plantations  (in financing which 
the  Community  already had a  hand in 1967)  and the  favourable  situation 
of the  market for  casheH  nuts,  the  consumption of which is increasing by 
5-7%  yearly,  have  led the  Dahomey  authorities to extend the areas  gro,~. 
T"ne  present project  concerns  the  provision 9f 6.500 ha of industrial 
plantations of casheH trees  7  improvements to 1.  700  ha of old plantations, 
the laying-out of 3.500 ha of village plantations,  and the installation 
of a  casheH  nut shelling plant with an initial capacity of 1.500 tons per 
year. 
In 1972- the  Commu."li ty also  continued to :1elp the goundnut  prO~Q:;JJJUne  in 
Senegal.  1.500.000 peasants  grow  groundnuts,  and  this production accounts 
for three-quarters of rural monetary  income  in Senegal.  ~~re than 33  million 
u.a. of  Co~~ity aid has already been made  available for the development 
of the  growing of oil-:e_roducinp;:  gTOundnuts  and,  more  :recently, of~ 
for eating unprocessed. 
It should be  stressed that within the  groundnut  cultures themselves 
there exists a  possibility of diversification in the  shape of edible 
groundnuts.  This  production is sure of very favourable  market  prospects  • 
.  .::_;; 
On  the European market  alone,  average  demand  is at present  increasing by 
about  20'jo  per year. 
In these fields the  Co~mL"lity has decided to  finance,  to the tune of 
5.000.000 u.a.  : 
1)  The  setting-up of a  seed supply service to produce  eaoh year all the 
selected groundnut  seeds  necessary for Senegalese  production.  Th~~s 
to the  launching of the  seed programme,  Senegal had no  problems with 
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rega:rd  to  seeds during the  1972/73  ground.nut  yaa:r,  despite the severe 
drought  of 19?1/(2.  This  programme  shoulrl  make  a.  powerful  contribution 
t.o  the  success of the Senegalese  plan to give  a  naw  boost to  groundnut 
by improving the  quality of the  seeds  used., 
2)  The  acceleration and  the  extension of a  programme  of 20.000 ha.  of 
edible  groundnuts which is going on  in the region of Sine-Sa.loum. 
As  rega.rds  employment 7  the  completion of this pro,ieot '1-rill  have the effect 
of providing nearly 900.000  days  of·work per·year. 
In lia..da;,;ascar: 1  the  Commission has  decided to earmaxk 1.600.000 u~a. to 
continue  the  "Operation  Ca!~e''  on the east coast of the  island,  on vthioh 
the Malagasy  Government  has been engaged since 1971.  48%  of the  cost of 
this programme  has  been financed by Colllllillni ty a.id,  the 11a.laga.sy  Government 
providing 35%  and  French bilateral aid  17%~  The  operation was  set on foot 
in order to  improve  the  production of ~~lagasy c~ffee, particularly as 
regards quality.  It has  consisted mainly of the replacement  of the old 
coffee  shrubs, with their poor yield, by selected s~bs  with very high 
yields.  The  puxchasing price of coffee was  increased to 135  Malagasy 
francs  per kilo  in 1971,  thu.s  encouraging·the peasants to  continua the 
development  of a  crop which  produces  a  conside~able monetary  income. 
Production forecasts for the  1972/73  crop yea:r are around  62.000 tons 
of  coffee~ of which  54.000 tons  suitable for export.  This  p~ogr~e does 
not  infringe the  rules of the  Horld  Coffee  Agreemen·~. Along with the 
development  of coffee-growing"  a  further objective of tha operation is to 
produce,  multi~ly and diffuse selected pe?per plants.  On  this point, it 
has already proved to be ~  indisputable technical  ~uocasa. 
b)  Food  crops  a.nd  r.mlticrou associatj.ons 
As  in 1971,  rice  clAarly d.omi:na.tes  the  scene; a,mong  the  food  crops whose 
development  has ·been  the  sub.iect of further Community  finanning decisions 
in 1972  (7  p~ojects). 
The  States concerned are Maurita.nia,  Mali,  Sene,gal,  Upper  Volta.,  Ivory Coast 
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Four  projects are  particularly important  and each of them  exceeds  6  million 
u.a.  .•  of Community  commitments.  These  are 
1.  The  programme  for  the  development  of controlled swamp-land  growing in the 
region of Segou  in Mali  (11.800.000 u.a.); 
2.  The  part-financing of the  programme  for the development  of rice-growing 
in Ivory Coast'for the period from  1972 to  1976  (10.300.000 u.a.); 
3.  '1\e  hydro-agricultural equipment of the Nia41ga  perimeter in Senegal 
(6  million u.a..)j 
4.  The  completion of the  11Rice-Gro•·;ing  Productivity Operation
11  on the High 
Plateaux of T·!a.dagascar  (6.100.000 u.a.). 
Allthese rice-growing projects aim at satisfying the  increasing needs of the 
populations  concerned for this food.  These  are at present covered by national 
production and  large imports,  which necessitate heavy outflows of foreign 
currency.  Only  ~~bitious programmes  to  increase production by bringing to 
bear modern  techniques are likely in the future  to reduce the  imbalance 
between production and  consumption and  relieve the trade balance of the  ·· .. 
Associated States of the excessive weight of foodstuffs  imports.- In terms 
;' 
of economic  dev<?lopment  this po2_;.cy  is justified,  even if the  cost  price 
of the local product is not  always strictly competitive  in relation to 
international rates.  The  point is to  introduce  the  technique of rice-growing 
among  the  peasants.  In this way  it will be  possible to enlarge the  internal 
market 7  with all its secondary and  multiplier effects,  and to integrate tha 
national economic  structure  more  closely by providing a  sura  economio activity 
for .a population YThich  is at present underemployed and  marginal. 
The  Mali  project,  financed  by the  Community,  and the  completion of which will 
stretch over six years,  should make  it possible to satisfy the  expected needs 
of the  population until about  1980  (allowing for a  similar project financed 
by the  IBRD  and  other actions  in favour of rice-growing already undertaken 
from  EDF  resources to the tune of 6.300.000 u.a.}. 
This  project  concerns  45.455 ha,  broken down  into  16  lots7  on which  controlled 
submersion is to  be  introduced on  a  number  of plains situated near the cities 
-·· 
of Segou  and of  S~"l. which  can be  inundated when  the river Niger is in flood. 
It will rr.ake  it possible to increase ·the production of paddy in this area . 
by  65.000 tons  in 15  years  (with an average yield of nearly 2  tons/ha) • 
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Other financing sou.rces  a.ra  associated vtith EDF  in bearing the  cost of the 
project,  Hhich  totals 13.300.000 u.a.  Studies are  already planned with a 
vicH to  tho later extcncion of the  areas organised. 
In a.d.dition1  four  complementary actions,  either on the  technical plane or 
on  the  plane  of the training and  encouragement  of the  producers,  are linked 
>'lith  this project.  They  concern  ~ 
1.  ThEl  enlargernEJnt  of the  rice-gro"\ving specialisation centre at Dioro; 
2.  Tne  building of five  co~munity development· centres in the region of 
Segou to  m~ce it possible to associate the local women  in the  movement 
of modernisation which  the  project will necessarily call into being; 
3.  An  action for the fru1ctional  li£Uidation of illiteracl among  20.000 rural 
rice-producers; 
4.  Finally,  the  creation of a  centre for the  production of selected seeds 
at Dioro  jointly financed by  PNUD  and  the  ~~li State. 
T'ne  Mali  Government  expects that  the  \-Thole  project,  which directly concerns 
a  population of 182.000 persons, will almost  quadruple  the money  incomes  of 
these. 
In  Ivor;<[  Cc.~, the  Commission has  agreed to finance  a  part of the  global 
prograr.Jno  :for the  development  of rice-growing for the  1972/1976  period.  The 
project aims at a  considerable  increase in national rice production,  which 
should rise from  200.000 tons in 1970  to about  295.000 in 1977.  It should 
mru(e  it possible  to limit the volume  of  imports  to 25.000 or 30.000 tons 
alli~ually.  The  operations  chosen include  intensification of irrigated rice-
grovring in the  Korhogo  area,  the  introduction of this crop in the  area. of 
Eouake-Nord,  improvement  of the  culture of rain-crop and  swamp-land rice in 
the  region of Odienne 7  and the association of this crop with cotton in the 
North-Central area of the  country. 
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This project  oorre~ponds to another  important. objeoti~, which  is to  iron out 
regional disparities by introducing a  ne\-t  agricultural activity in the least 
favoured regions of Ivory Coast  and  to  pro~~re money  incomes  to the  poor 
populations living there. 
A first instalment  of this programme  Nas  already financed by Community  aid 
in September 1971  for an amount  of 522.000 u.a.  This is the hydro-agricultural 
dam  at Sologo. 
The  P,.roject  is administered by Soderiz i  a  state· corporation \'lith financial 
autonomy  which will also fulfil the role of an intermediary between the rice-
growers  and  the National Bank  for Agricultural Development  (BNDA)  for 
questions ?f  cred~t.  The  peasants Nill group themselves  into  cooperatives 
at village level in order to facilitate the  optimum utilisation of the 
collective  equipments,  the collection·and the transport of the  paddy.  In 
this they will be  aided by a  specialised state agenqy,  the National Centre 
for the  Promotion of Cooperative Enterprises. 
In the  Republic of  Sene~al,  the  imbalance between production and  consumption 
of rice is at present  around 175.000  tons of refined product annually,  a 
deficit made  good  each year by imports.  These  are in second place  among  tho 
total imports  (by value)  of the  country and  they  involve an annual  outflow 
of foreign exchange  of about  4~)oo million F-CFA.  For about  10  years  now, 
the Senegalese  Government  has been endeavouring to reduce this heavy financial 
burden.  As  part of this policy,  the  Commission  has decided to finance  a 
fourth Community  intervention in 1972  (6  million u.a.). EDF  aid to the 
development  of rice production in Senegal will thus to.tal nearly ll million 
u.a.,  corresponding to the exploitation of about 16:000 ha. 
The  project  chosen aims at the hydro-agricultural equipment  of 9.000 ha in the 
Nianga basin,  situated in the middle  roaches of the valley of the Senegal 
River near the  city of Fodor and  concerns  the opening up of a  first tranche 
of 2.000  ha of rice fields.  ~ne extra production of w~ite rice  (husked) 
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intended for  m~koting should be  3~200 tons  once  the  scheme  is running at 
cruising speed.  This  project is a  first step  :  it should make  it poss:~ble 
to work  out  techniques  of grovring,  exploitation and  management  which  ca.n  be 
extrapolated to  much  larger areas in the Senegal valley.  Vast  works  to 
regularise the  course of the river have been  studied at the .request of the 
Governments  of Senegal and Mauritania.  Their completion in a  more  or lc;;;s 
close future  should  make  it p~ssible to practise intensive rice-growing in 
the valley,  with two  harvests per year.  As  in the  Ivory Coast  project, the 
region concerned by this scheme  is a  particularly ill-favoured one.  The 
population directly concerned numbers  11.000. 
In Mada,gascar 1  the  Commission has decided to-finance the  completion of the 
"Operation Productivite Rizicole"  on the  High  Plateaux to  the South of the 
capital and  at Ambilobe,  to the Northeast,  during the period 1972/75.  This 
financing will permit the  continuance of action begun in 1966  from  the 
production aid credits of the  second EDF  (12.3  million u.a.) and  pursued 
Hith credits from  the  third EDF  until July 1972 for an  amount  of 32 million 
·u.a.  Its main objective is to  increase rice output to satisfy internal 
cons~~ption by improving the  means  of production,  and  particularly irrigatiot 
In this v;ay 7  lllad.agascar  should be  in a  position progressively to dispense 
with imports. Doubtless,  these represent only a  small percentage of the 
country's total consumption of 1.700.000 tons,  but they nevertheless amounted 
to 30.000 tons  in 1970. 
The  peasants  themselves  (106.000 are  concerned)  and  the  ~~agasy Government 
will also  contribute to _the  financing of the operation,  vrhose  tota.l cost 
amounts  to 18.600.000 u.a. 
Another rice-growing operation in Madagascar was  approved by the Community 
in 1972.  This  is the  production of high-quality rica for export.  The  aim 
is to organise  a  part of the vast rice-producing plains of Marovoay  on the 
east coast,  on the  banks  of the river Betsiboka.  2.700  ha,  which  could later 
be  extended to 3o200,  will be brought  into  production~ The  objective is to 
raise the average yield of 2.4 tons of paddy rica per hectare at present 
achieved to 4.3  tons/ha in the 15th year. 
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The  organisation of production and  marketing comes  under  COMEMA,  a  regional 
rural intervBntion agency which also owns  the  land concerned by  this 
scheme.  After improvement 1  this la11d  will be transferred back to the 
share farmers  holding promises of sale  issued by  C01~1A. It should be 
possible to achieve  owner  occupation of the holdings  towards  the year 1974. 
,The  population concerned numbers  7  .200,  of vrhom  about  1.100 are  gJ:'O\-ters. 
Since it is a  ~atter of the  production of high-quality rice intended for 
export,  and  for which  I~gascar has  an assured market,  the project will 
above -~11 serve to  improve  producers'  incomes.  The  Government  expects 
that, after an 8-year running-in  period~ the  incomes  of the  peasants will 
be  increased by  about  50%  in a  few  years. 
In Mauritania,  the  Commission  has decided to take on its charge  the 
costs of providing supervisory staff for ten small rice-growing areasbeing 
openedup or already existing,  and  which Here  financed by Community  aid, 
French bilateral aid and  the  Government  of 1Iauritania.  These  rice-growing 
perimeters,  which are  irrigated by pumping,  cover an area of 480  ha and 
are  situated on  the ban."::s  of the Senegal River betiveen Ka.edi  and Rosso, 
in the vei'1J  limited area of 1-L;j.uri tania where  agriculture is possible. 
The  project,  vrhich  Hill take four years to  complete  1  aims  at aiding the 
peasants to  adapt  themselves  to a  new  and highly technical form of 
rice-growing  (irrigation by pumping and  two  annual  crops)  in vthioh  they 
have  so  far manifested great  interest.  Tne  production hoped  for,  which is 
mainly intended for consumption on the  spot,  will amount  in a  year of 
normal  Norking to 3.400 t·?ns  of paddy,  with a  hectare yield of about 
7 tons.  This is the first experiment with two  crops in the valley of the 
Senegal River. 
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In addition to rice,  the  other food  products for which new  financing has 
bc;en  granted in 1972 are associated \'lith industrial crops in two  mu.lticrop 
projects.. 
In  Ni~er, the first phase of an integrated rural development action is to 
be  launched  in the region of Zinder situated in the East-Central part of 
the  count~ on the frontier with Nigeria.  The  amount  involved is 1.900.000 
u.a.  The  aim  of the  project is to step up  the  growi~g of groundnuts and 
food  products  (millot 1  sorghum  and  nie?e) by  i~creasing yields,  regenerating 
exhausted land and restoring its'fertility~  The  region concerned is parti-
cularly badly off for  climatic reasons  and because of vigorous  gro•rlh of 
population  (plus  2.  e;fo  annually)  which is gradually leading to the exhaustion 
of the  cultivatable areas.  570.000 persons,  representing one  seventh of 
the population of Niger,  live there. 
In addition to the provision of infrastructure  and.  popular education 
measures,  the  scheme  includes a  general  campaign for the functional liqui-
_dation of illiteracy among  the peasants  concerned. 
This is the first  a.gricul  tural project financed by· EDF  >-Ihich  does not 
include  permanent  technical assistance.  The  local supervisory_personnel 
will run the whole  project vli  th the aid of technical support  missions, 
which uill be  provided t-...;ice  annually,· at the beginning and  end of each 
agricultural year. 
In Togo,,  the  Community  is financing,  for an amount  of 459.000 u.a.,  a  project 
for the  insta.ll<l.tion of 200  peasant families from  the  Ka.bre  Massifs,  which 
are over-populated and whose  soil is exhausted,  to  new  unoccupied land in 
the valley of the  1~a. The  project is part of the  Togo  plan of regional 
develop:nent.  It will make  it possible to  channel the  emigra.ti.c.,  ·:oung 
pcople1  Hhich is in evidence  in this region,  towards  more  favourable  farming 
areas.  L"itially,  the  scheme  provides for the organisation of 600 hectares 
of land Hhich Nill be  shared among  families  in lots of three to six hectares 
and.  on which  food  (sorghum,  millet, rice  1  beans)  and  industrial crops 
(cotton,  groundnuts)  Hill be  grown~ 
The  completion of this project, ••hich will take  three years,  should enable 
the  Togo  Government  to  judge 1'1'hether  it is advisable  to  extend it  • 
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§ ~  Stookbr~eRing 
For lack of intensive modernisation of its pastoral resources and 
activities, Hest  and  Central Africa will have  to  import  increasing amounts  of 
meat 7  ~·1herea.s it should normally be able to become  an exporter of this product. 
In 1971  several preparatory studies  ~.,ere  put  in hand  in the stockbreeding 
field with EDF  help~ For many  Associated States,  and most  particularly those 
of the Sahel  zone,  stockbreeding represents an important  economic activity 
Hhich has hitherto hardly had  the benefi  f  of modernisation programmes  except 
in the  fields of animal health and water supply. 'In 1972  the Commission 
continued its support for  the preparation of investments by financing a. 
development  operation for sedentary stockbreeding in 1~li. 
Generally speaking,  the period of studi'es undertaken in recent years 
at the  request of the Associated States,  by the  main  sources of aid,  including 
the  Community 7  1-ri th a  view to assembling the maximum  information on the 
precise  structure of stockbreeding as  now  practised and the  means  calculated 
to  modernise it (ranches,  fattening for local meat  consumption,  rehabilitation 
depots,  improvements  in health control,  abbatoirs) is drawing to a  close. 
The  time has  come  for investments,  and,  in 1972; three financing decisions 
were  taken in the  stockbre?ding sector in favour of Mauritania  (2.5 million 
u.a.),  the  Congo  (1.3 million u.a.)  and  Niger  (252.000 u.a. ). 
The  first project constitutes the  preliminary phase of an integrated 
programme  for the  development  of stockbreeding in the Southeastern part 
of  T~Tauritania. 
Stockbreeding1  ~1hich is the  priority objective of Ma.Ul'itania's  second Plan, 
principally concerns  the  nomadic  population  (160.000 families)  of whom 
40%  live in the  zone  of intervention considered. 
In the  course of the  firs·t;  phase of the  programme  pilot actions will be 
undertaken Hith a  view to  : 
•  the health protection of the herds  and  the popularisation of modern 
operating methods 1 
•  the repair and  improvement  of existing wells 7 
•  the protection of pastures against bush fires. 
Studies will also be  carried out  to define  a  policy for the  development 
of stockbreeding.  A similar prograffir.le  has  already been financed by  IJ3RD 
in the South-vrestern region of Mauritania. 
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T'ne_project  chosen for Congo  is a  follo\v-up to an intervention :fina.nood. 
from  the  ;;;econd  EDF.  The  aim of this action was  to organise  two  stock-
breeding farms,  import  2.400 Ndama  cov;s  and  provide  the necessary infra-
stru.cture.  'D1e  neH  project is intended to  supply technical assistance 
for five  ye<:l.l's  to the t•.;o  existing farms  a.."1.d  supplementary infra-
structure,  so·  that when  running normally these farms will be able to 
exploit  8.400 head of cattle.  The  aim of the  Congo  Government  is to 
reduce,  by the  sypply of meat  for slaughter and the  production of breeding 
heifers,  the beef and  veal deficit, which is at present  9o%  of consumption. 
In Niger,  the  Commission has decided to  spend 252.000 u.a.  to  finance  the 
construction at Niamey  airport of a  paletisation station.  This will serve 
for the  preparation and  stocking on palets of chilled meat  for export by 
cargo aircraft.  T'ne  Niger Government  hopes that the installation of this 
equipment  will help to increase the volume  of exports of chilled meat 
from  the present 1.000 tons per year to 5.000 tons. 
This operation is one  of the  measures  planned in the  government  programme 
for the rationalisation and  modernisation of livestock production which 
should  ~~e it possible to  meet  the  growing demand  for Niger meat, 
particularly in the  countries of \-lest  .Africa,  but also on the European 
market. 
T\-;o  other programmes  for the development  of the breeding of bovine animals, 
one  in Y.:.ali  and  the other in Senegal,  \'l'ere  the  subject of financing 
decisions early in 1973,  the total amount  involved being 8.500.000 u.a  • 
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_f-3  Industrialisation 
As  regards  industrial investments,  six new  financing decisions were 
taken during the financial year 1972.  They  cover a  total amount  of 
22.500.000 u.a.  from  ti1e  resources of the EDF  and the EI:B. 
~ne projects in question are  situated in Burundi,  Cameroon,  Ivory 
Coast,  Upper  Volta,  Niger  and  Rwar..da.  'l\;o  of them are agro-industrial 
schemes  in which the industrial side is predominant. 
The  breakdo\m by sectors of the finanqia.l  commitments  made  in 1972 
is the  follo-.;ing  : 
•  Agricultural and  food  industries 
(including the agro-industrial projects) 
•  I·1a.nufacturing  industries 
•  Energy production and  infrastructure 
9.600.000 u.a. 
6~800.000 u.a  • 
6.100.000 u..a  • 
It may  be  noted that 7  contrary to the  1971  financial year,  in the  course 
of vrhich  63%  of the industrial investments  were  committed in the extractive 
industry and  non-ferrous  metals,  all the  industrial projects fina.nced  in 
1972  concern the  processing and  manufacturing industries and the transport 
of energy,  which have  a  special effect of encouraging structural  integr~ 
tion in the  ec)nomies  concerned. 
In the field of manufacturing industries,  the  Community  has decided 
to participate in the financing of a  UTEXI  cotton SEinning and  weaving 
nlant in IvorY  Coast. 
The  aim  of this  Ivory  Coa~t project is to create at Dimbokro,  a 
city of  25~000 inhabitants,  180  lan  to the north of Abidjan,  a  factory with 
an annual capacity of 4.500 tons of unbleached fabrics  made  from  the 
cotton produced  in the  country.  About  3.500 tons of this output is for 
use  in  Ivo~y Coast  for dyeing and  printing in the  place of imported 
fabrics,  a."ld  the  remainder will in principle be  exported. It is envisaged 
that this capa0ity shall later be  increased to 12.500 tons. 
The  completion of the project,  which will create  1~200 jobs·,  will 
have  the  effect of slowin€; down  to  some  extent the  exodus  of the  population 
of this exclusively agTicultural area to  Abidjan~ The  credit balance on 
the trade of  Ivory Coast  should also increase by nearly 2.8 million u..a  • 
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Co~~ity aid consisted of thG  grant of a  lo~ of 4.500.000 u.a.  from 
the EIB's  0\m  resources  and  an interest subsidy and a  contribution of 
990.000  u~a.  to  the risk capital of the  UTEXI  company  from EDF .funds. 
The  second  financing decision by the  Community  in the  manufacturing 
industries sector concerns the  extension of a  clinlcer  crushin~ plant  in 
Cameroon.  This  involves  a  loan of 650.000 u.a.  from  the European Investment 
Bank from  its  o~m resources 1vi th a  subsidy from  EDF  funds  to the  company 
"Cimenteries  du  Cameroun"  Hith a  view to extending its plant at Bonaberi 
in the  industrial a..."l.d  harbour area of Duala. 
T'ne  aim of the  scheme  is to  cover the  groiving  cement  requirements 
of the South and  Central regions of the  country by doubling the  capacity 
of the  plant  1  1·1hich  i·rill thus attain more  than 240.000 tons per year.  __ I~s­
completion will have  favourable  repercussions  on the cost  price of cement, 
and  vrill thus  make  it possible gradually to reduce  the  selling price by 
about  10%.  The  Co~mmi  ty has  already - in 1967  - p~t-fina.nced the 
construction by  the  same  compa...~ of a  cement  works at Figuil,  in the North 
of Cameroon. 
In the field of energy infrastructure the  Commission has decided to 
grant  Rl·:anda  financial aid of more  than 6 million u.a.  This action uill make 
it possible to build the first stretch  (54  km  between  Kig~li and  Kigoma)  of 
the high-val  tage  poHer  line which in future will link the  po1-1er  station of 
Mururu  in Zaire  ;·1i th that of Nta.kura  in the  North of Rwanda.  These  two 
stations are  160  km  distant from  each other. 
T'.ais  financing follows  the aid i·rhich  the  Community  has already 
granted to  R~va."l.da  in order to help this cou."l.try  to provide itself with 
a  system of energy production and distribution corresponding to its present 
and future  needs. 
The  implementation of this scheme  will make  possible the completion 
of almost all of the  netrrork of medium  voltage  lines envisaged by Rwanda 
to link the  Central-South region immediately to the general grid and  to 
eliminate the  many  small thermal  power  stations whose  operation is too 
contly.  In January 1973  the  Commission decided to grant  a.  nevt  subsidy to 
Th.vanda  to  cor~struct a  pO\-:er  linG  betHeen Shagash and  Gisakura. - 21- VIII/275(73)E  C-5 
THo  projects for ag'l'icultu:ral industries have also benefited by Community 
financing decisions,  one  in Upper  Volta and  the o·ther in Burundi.  In Upper 
Volta the  project is for the  creation of an indus-trial sugar cane  plantation 
of 2.250 ha  and of a  sugar plant-cum-refinery at Banfora in the  SouthHest 
of the  countr"<J.  The  capacity of the  plant, vrhich will be  20.000 tons of 
refined  sugar  ~~uallyr corresponds to the  e~timated requirements of the 
Upper  Volta  ~arket in 1980. 
Because  of its numerous  economic  and  social effects, this project 
is considered by the  Upper  Volta Government  as  one of the priority operations 
provided for  in the framEl\·JOrk  of the  second Economic  and Social Plan  (1972/77) 
These  effects are  the  follovring  : 
satisfaction of the  internal requirements for a  product  of prime necessity 
on  conditions  as  adv~tageous, if not  more  so,  than recourse  tq imports; 
diversification of present agricultural .production; 
industrial exploitation of a  local raw  ~aterial; 
improvement  in the trade  ~d  payments  balancesj 
acceleration of the regional development  of the Southwest  of Upper  Volta; 
creation of 1.  200  permanent  nev1  jobs and  induced effects on the built-up 
area of Banfora. 
The  total cost of the  scheme  is estimated ·at  2le400.000 u.a.  The 
amount  of Comrnunity  aid is about  8.300.000 u.a. broken down  into  a.  non-
repayable  subsidy for  financing '\'later  s~pply infrastructure  a..'?.d  a  loan on 
special terms  from EDF  resources for the plant. 
La  Caisse  Ccntr.J.le  de  Cooperation Economiqu.e  (The  Cen·~ra.l Economic 
Cooveration Fund)  o.nd  lc Fonds  fr.:..n9ai::;  d ''Aide  et de  Cooperation  (The  French 
Aid  and  Cooperation Fund)  are also helping to finance  this project. 
The  second agricultural industlJr project benefiting from  Comrrrunity 
financing is situated in ~~i  and  is part of the  measures  to develop tea. 
production.  This agro·-industrial scheme  comprises  the  construction of a 
tea factory for the  plantation of 500  ha of tea already financed at Tora7 
degressive technical .:1id  over 10 years  to build and start up  the plant, 
and  ~~tension of the  plantation from  500  to  580  ha. 
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The  plant  should  como  into operation at the latest in 1974  when  the 
plantation begins to yield crops.  Its initial capacity of 600  tons of dry 
tea per  ~~urn can be  raised in the  future  to 1.200 tons. 
In ·the  field  or~  arr.ric~l  tm:·al  and  food  induotrics  7  the  Commission 
has  approved  a  supplemen"!;e..ry  financing decision to  permit the  completion of 
the extension going on to the  millet mill at Zinder in Niger. 
Finally  1  in anm·1er  to the  concern expressed by the  Council of 
Association that harmonious  and dive:l.'s,ified industrial development  should 
be  ensured for the  Associated States1  the  Commission decided7  in ~1a:rch 1972, 
to  earmark a  credit of 600.000 u..a.  for  a  programme  of studies on the 
:possibilities of  cre2"tinJS certain export  ind:ustries in the  AASI;I.  An initial 
batch of studies will concern about  a  dozen  sectors and homogeneous 
rranufacturing  complexes~ It will be  completed and  circulated around the 
beginning of 1974Q 
Tb.e  first  stage  1  "rhich is common  to all these  sector studies  7  and 
comprises  the collation of information1  fa.o;tor  costs and all lavrs  an~ 
re~1.1.lations  concerning the  indnstries 7  Has  completed in the middle of 1972. 
This  info::::-mation  ccn::::.titu.tcs  a  collection of basic data on the. conditions 
of installation and  functioning of industrial enterprises in each of the 
A  ..  i.ST:I.  This data h.J.s  been collated by individual countries in a  series of 
brocl1ures  the  circulation of ''Ihich 111ill  be  completed in the  course  of  1973~ 
'l"ne  study on the  introduction of a  textile  e:cpo,rt  indus:tr;l  in the  A.\Si-1 1 
financed  in  1971~  i-Jas  completed at the  end of 1972.  The  first part; \'lhich 
analyses the outlets existing in tho  enlarged Community  and  examines  the 
g-eneral conditions of supply in the .Associated States,  i-;as  circulated in 
the  course  of thi:::  sarr.e  year.  The  second.  part,  vthich studies more  specifi-
cally the  possibilities of setting up textile exporting industries in the 
AA£>!~ 7  t·Jill be  diffused in early  1973~ 
Still in tho  industrial field 1  the  Commission has placed at the 
disposal of the Secretariat General of the  OCAJ·:  an expert to help establish 
a  companies  system to facilitate tho  introduction of mu.lti-r.a.tioual 
industrial undertakings from the Hember States ..  '?f.  OC.AN  in the area covered 
by this organisation.  This  expert will  lodge_ his repor·t  early in 1973. - 23- VII1/275(73)E  C-5 
§ 4 Tourism 
The  tourist industry is calculated to make  a  not  inconsiderable 
contribution to the  economic  gro1·rth  of the  Associated States,  many  of v1hich 
hope  that this new  possibility will take on concrete  form during the 
present decade,  in view especially of the progressive reduction of air 
fares  and the  growing demand  in Europe for winter holidays in the  sun. 
Mass  tourism is doubtless destined to take over in futu:t:'e  from  lUXUJ.-y  tourism 
vrhich,  it must  be  said,  has  not yet really got off the  ground  in Hest  and 
Central Africa (cf.  East Africa). 
Ho<·zever 7  in this field the  Associated States hold indisputable  trump 
cards.  The  developr.~ont of tourist  ac·~ivities is, moreoverp  one of tho  new 
objectives incorporated in the second Yaounde  Convention.  In the  pursuit of 
economic  grov;th and diversification it is, hovrever,  indispensable to  ·take 
account of the social and  cultural implications of the measures to be 
carried out,  in such a  way  that the  development  of this new  sector does 
nut  lead to the  loss of essential non-economic values. 
The  first stage of the \vork  is necessarily  concentra"~ed on  the 
promotion and  studies prior to  investments for the  financing of which it 
should,  moreover,  be  possible to  count  on private capital to a  fairly largo 
extent  .. 
~ne  Commission~s departments  provided  thai~ technical assistance for 
the organisation in Yaounde,  from  13  to  18  l1Iarch 1972 7  of an international 
colloqium on the  development  of tourism in Africa~ The  aims of this meeting 
\·iere  : 
to bring out  the  interest and the possibilities of coordinating the 
development  of tourist actiYJ-ties in the  AAS1~, 
to  lead the  African and European participants  jon.nti'y to for:m.1.la.te  opinions  ·  ...... . 
and  proposals  on the  conditions and  the  means  of developing tourism in the 
associated countries. 
It is in fact  indispensable,  in a  field like  to~'ist development, 
to harmonise  to the full the national projects under pain of prematu:t·aJ.y 
saturating a  market  ~hich is still in its infancyo 
l·1ore  than 130  leading perso!uli  ties representing the  Governments of 
nur:1erous  Associated States and European  professior..a.l  circles of the  toUJ.'ist 
indus"t:t:'"IJ  pa.rticipated in the  abovementioned  collorr.i.ur.i.  '  .. - 24- VIII/275(73)E  C-5 
At  the  end of their ,discussions· the participants formulated numerous 
recor.~endations to  the  f~rican Governments  and  to the inter-State bodies 
l'rith the  aim of pinpointing priority ac-tions for a  tom•ist development  po-
licy adapted to tne 
In addition,  a  project for a  special study conce!'ning the possibili-
tiez of developing tourism in :Da.home;z  was  approved. by the  Committee. 
§  5 Narketing aiJd  trade  promotion 
In 1972  the  Com..'Tiission  continued its action,  vthich already began 
ceve::-al years  ago,·  with a  vim-1  to  promoting  .AASliT  pa.rticipatin in trade 
!airs and  similar evcntso 
During 1972  the  Com~ission's departments  organised 106  participations 
in 18  internatioj1al trade  events. Fifteen of these were  in five  member 
cotihtrics  (Germany,  Belgium,  P£ance 1  Italy,  Ne~herlands) and three in non-
rr.ember  coun.trics  (  S·,1cd.cn 1  Algeria,  Yugoslavia). 
Among  the  rruin  quostio::J.3  touchcd·on in meetings organised with 
members  of the  relevan~: professions  on these  occa.1;ions  ..rere  the  promotion 
of sales of .?.rt:i.sa...'1  products,  the marketing of out-of-season fruit  and 
vegetables  7 .. the promotion of sales of tropical fo:x.·esi;  i"I'Oods  \-lhich are 
little exploited or not  exploited a.t  all, and loather. 
Yne  As::;ociatGd States also participated directly,  ~>rithout any 
tech.'1ical .::.id  f:;_~om the Commission,  but 1-ri th fi:nancial  assista...'1ce  from 
EDF., ·in the Nairobi  Pan-·.lirican Fair,  in the :Ba.rcelona lnternationa.l Fair 
and in the  Levant  Fai:z:- in :Bari~ 
In the  course of these  events  the Associated States  ragist~d about 
2.000  commercial  contact::;;  Hith potential buyers. 
The  rcsul  t::  so far obtained and  the  groHing interest among  impor·~ers 
and  the  public in Eu.rope  for  A.ASH  products  continue to  sho1-;  that the parli-
cipa:tio:n of the  ;.sc.ocia.ted. Sta,tcs in major international commercial fai:rs 
and the  like  cons"'itu.tes  a  promotion r.1ea.sure  vrhich is pa.-:-ticulaJ.•ly  valuable 
on the trading plano. - 25- VIII/275(73 )E  G-5 
SECTION'2  ECONOiUC  HfF'RASTRUCTURE 
In 1972  important  Community  financing decisions  'l'le:::-e  taken with 
a  viei·l to  improving the  economic  infrastructure of the associated countries. 
It is  a  fact  t~t basic  communications  equipment  close~ conditions the 
effectivenezs of most  of the  other development  actions~ More  than  58  million 
u.a.  in neH  .com:ni tments  were  devoted  to. this sector in 1972.  This  was  27?~ 
of the total commitments  during the financial year. 
The  Comm~~ity is endeavouring to help in the modernisation of 
transport  infrast~~cture in Africa along three main lines  : 
improvement  of the structure of the net-v1ork 1  initially directed toHa....."""ds 
the  sea coast,  by  creating main inter-African transversal itinera.riesj 
improvement of the  economic situation of landlocked  countries by 
modernising their direct  connections i·ri th the  coas-tal ports; 
modernisation of the basic national arteries .of the Associated States 
and of connections betHeen the  chief economic  centres of the  countries 
a.nd  their ca?ital. 
nu.r"ing  the financial year 1972 1  31  million  u.a.  1;rere  devo".;ed 
to the  development  of port::>  and  .,,ateri-Ja;y-s.  'I'hus,  the largest  commitment 
(11.5 million u.a.) dccid.ed on from EDF  resources  in 1972  concerned the 
constr".lction of the  port of r-1ogadisciu  in Somalia,  co--financed with the 
I1iternatio:rial Development  Association  • 
. Tucntyt<Io million u.a. have .been contributed to road infl'a-
structurc projects.  'rho  chief aim of theot:  investmentG is to  open.  up a 
landlocked aro<:l.  or to  impro-ve  regional links >'l'i.th  associated countries. 
This is the  case,  for example,  of the repair and  asphalting the  Porto 
Novo-Pobe road in Dahomey,  the reconstruction of the road  net>-wrk  in the 
region of Kozsou-Bandama  in Ivory Coast,  tho repair of the  Akula dyke  in 
ZaS:r0~  Simila:t•:),y 7  preparatory studios have been put  in hand  concerning the 
Kiffa.-Nema  road  in Ilb.uri  tania~ tho  Goluen-Gel:i.b  a..~d  Berbera-Bu:::ao  roads  in 
Somalia,  the::  Ilongor-Lai  road  in Chad. 7  and the  Ou.agadougou-Koudougou.  road 
in Uppal'  Volta. 
Other act ions  concern the  improvemen-t  of inter-f.,_f:ric.c:m  links. 
T'neso  include  the asphalting of the  Koup<:la.-lHangc1.edi  stretch?  in Upper  Volta., 
of the  Ouaga.gcudou-Lor.-:8  road  axis~  the  Ninfo:rcement  of the  Bougou.ni-
Sika::>:::o  road  in I·!a.li 7  and the  study of the  road from :i<Iounrlou  in Chad.  to 
Gidjiba in Car.-:oroon.  I·lol'O  often th<:m  no·~  tl'l,_Q'?§__SJ,C'ti.ono  dovetail i·1ith - 26- VIII/275(73)E  C-5 
It rrn.1.st  'be  remembered that the  cost of economic  infra.stru.otu.:re  projects 
necossita.tco  long-term plans for their execution and financing. 
1  Road8  ~nd brid~os 
\T.aeroas  in 1971  the  majority of the road projects approved concerned 
Central Africa,  this year Hest Africa benefits by fou.:r  new  financing decisions. 
~"e most  important  Commw~ity intervention is the financing,  for 6.5 
million u.a. 7  of the  asphalting of the Koupela-Nianguedi  section  (92  km)  of the 
Ouagadougou-Lome  axis  7  Hhich  links the  c.::1pi tal of:  Upper Volta with the port of 
Lom8.  Tho  tv1o  tm-ms  are  991  km  distant  from  each other.  The  completion of the 
stretch behwen Koupela and Hianguedi will bring "the  total leng-th asphalted 
on this axial road  to  643  km 7  of 'l'lhich  492  km  1-J'ill  have bean financed \·lith 
Commu..~ity aid.  About  348  km  will still remain to be  asphalted from  1975 _o.m1ards. 
Preparatory tocY..nical  studies are already going on. 
The.  Ouaur-adougou-Lome  road link ..,;ill  !lk1.ke  it possible to  increase 
trade bet1·1een  the  ttvo  countries and  open a  Hindovt  to  the i-!orld for the ill-
favoured regions of the  Southeast of Upper Volta and  the North of Togo. 
T'.ae  financing1  for 4.2 milli.on u.a., of the  Porto-Novo-Pob~ road 
in Dahomey fits into the  setting of the  development of the  economic  infra-
structure of tho region of Cueme  in the Southeast of the  count:t;J.  This region 
supplies  Porto-Novo  and  Cotcnou with food  products.  It has  already received 
considerable finance  from the EDF,  particularly <oJ'i th a  vievt to  the  creation 
of 12.000 ha of. selected palm  g-roves  and the .construction of an oil mill a.t 
AgonV"J  for a  total  amou..~t  of more  than 12 million u~a~  ThG  DaJwmey  GovGrnm.cnt 
is planning later to  install in this region a  cement  factory whose  output -:.-tould 
mainly be  exported to Nigeria. 
i 
The  Commission has also decided to  contribute an amount  of 4 million 
u.a.  to the  rcst;ructuration of the road  netHork around the artificial J.ake  of 
Kossou  in Ivor;v  C~. 
110I)eration Kossou
11  is a  multi-purpose  project  including 
the  creation of a  po1·rerful hydroelectric station fed by a  vast artificial lake 
and  the  implementation  or~  a  l:"'<ll'al  development  project and various cocio-
econo;nic  investments.  Beginning in 1978 7  the  pov1er  station i.;ill cover half the 
electric energy requirements of Ivory Coast.  !-he  floodL~g of tho dam  began in 
Febru.a.:r"J  1971.  It is tho1•efore urgent  to  continue tho ancillary Hork begun by 
the  Ivory  Co~t Government  to  pro-vide  z..  road around the  lo.J.ce r  ivhich  ~  in pa.rticu-_; 
lar, v1ill service the  area Hhere  the  popula  ticn has been resettled and  thu.s  1in1c - 27- VIII/275(73)E  C-5 
them "lith the  main  centres.  The  project approved in 1972 is part of the 
northern section of this road linking Zeunouela Nith Eoualce  and  covers 
almost  100 km  of reads.  The  Community will also participate in 
"Onera.tion Kossou11  by a  village programme  of agricultural development  in 
;; 
this ill-favoured region of Ivory Coast,  which has more  than 450.000 
inhabitants. 
In Zaire,  the  Comraission has decided to finance at a  cost of 
2  million u~a. the  improvement  of th~ road,  p~tially_along a  dyke,  lirucing 
the river port of  ~Glla to  Gemena  (14 km)  in the district of Ubangui  in the 
Northwest of the  cou.n"Gl"J  ~ 
This  project  aims at eliminating a  considerable  impediment  to 
regional development  and  ensuring permanent  access 7  through a  marshy area7 
to  the  port. of .'\.lalla,  at Hhich supplies arrive and  production is  embarked 
for the i'Thole  region. It l-lill promote  the  dev~lopment of an essentially 
agricultural area Nith 605.0QO  inhabitants.  Action to give  a  ne>'l  boost  to 
·-../-
the  production of oil palms  and co~9~ had already been undertaken v:ith 
fin~~cial aid from  EDF  in this area in 1969.  The  present measures will be 
folloi'iCd by the building of an oil mill and  a  factory for treating c_oco·a:. 
In  J.~ali  7  the  Commission has  <J,PProved  the  financing of 1:!£ 
bridges Hith.tHo traffic lanes  on _the  Bagoe  and the ]afing rivers. 
This  investment  of one  million u.a. Hill complete  the asphalted road axis 
from  Eougou.ni  to SH.:asso 7  built bet11een  1963  and 1967 from  resources 
furnished by .:~he  first EDF  to an amount  of more  than ten million u.a. 
~~·is road  is  a  vi  tal artery for the South of I\'la.J.i.  It links the  central 
a."ld  eastern region of the  countl"J vli  th Ivory· Coast  and  Upper Volta. 
In Chad 7  the  Commission decided in 1972 to finance 7  for an 
a:nount  of 612.000 u.a.  7  the repair and asphalting of the road  (11.1 lon) 
lirucin,z tho  city of T-Toundou  to its airfield via the  localit,y: of Koutou. 
I1loundou,  Hhich  numbers  35.000 inhabitants,  is the  ccmtre  of the cotton-
grot.,ring  region of Southern Chad.  It holds third place  in the  economy of 
the  country 'through its agricultural,  commercial  and  industrj.al activit{esa 
"'"  ....... 
Tot-rards  1976 it will be  linked by a  heavy-traffic :road  axis to  the  Cameroon 
railway and will thus be directly connected with  iihe  port of Duala. - 28- VIII/275(73)E  C-5 
As  ro~ardc ctudies7  z~Y. projects haVQ  boen  choson under the 
heading of the 1972  financial yo~ to aid the Associated States to define 
the  cost  a"~ the technical  fk~ economic specifications of the road 
investments they are  plEk~ing.  ~nose concern  : 
the ~(350  km)  which Hill link I-1oundou  in Chad  and  Gidiiba in Cameroon. 
As  1-:c  saM  above  1  this road  should  link ·Southern Chad with the trans-
Cameroon  rai_:!.uay  at N.;aoun.dere  from  the starting point of I•!ound.ou; 
modernis2.t-i on of the rom  (100  lan)  linking Ot1.11gadougou,  capital of Upper 
···-volta1  to Koudougou,  tho third urban1  commercial and industrial centre 
tho ~  (190  lan)  from  Bong·or  to  L11i  in Chad  situated on the North-South 
a.::cis  from  Fort-Lamy to  Hot.u.J.dou •.  After the  completion with EDF  credits of 
the Fort  Lamy-Guelendong road,  the  Bongor-La.i stretch remains  the  chief 
bottleneck by  reason of floods  in the rainy season and considerable 
deterioration in each dry season; 
the  Kiffa-~•rer::a road  (550  km)  in I·Ia.uri tania.  T'nis  link is part of the 
Nouakchott-Nema  a:x:is  (1.150 km)  whose  construction  ~.;as  included as a 
priority objective in the  second !;huritanian Development  Plan.  T'ne 
studies  concerni~g tne other part of the road are being financed by 
German  and  French bilateral aid; 
the  Goluoll-Gelib  roacl  (260  km)  in Somalia.  This  scheme  >-Till  establish 
a.  perma.."'lent  link betHeen  the  t'lvo  main areas of agricultu:ral production 
in the South of Soma.lia1  and in particular between the  port of 
Ghisimaio  and I.:::ogadiscu,  the  capital of  the·_~ountry; 
the Ticrbera-Burao  road  (136  km) 1  also  in Somalia~· This will mainly serve 
.~· 
for the transport of livestock from the interior of Northern Somalia to 
the  port of :Berber11  through ivhich about. 92'%  of exports of Somali cattle 
to the  .U'ab  .. cou.."l.tries  pass. 
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These  last three  studies  should  in particular help the  Governments 
concerned to  establish priorities among  the  roa4 investments they are  planning. 
§  2  Raih:a:vs 
In 1972  the  European  Investment  Bank  granted  Ivo~J Coast  and 
Upper  Volta a  loan of three million u.a.  from  its ovm  funds.  This  loan is 
accompanied by an interest subsidy awarded by the  Commission  from  EDF 
resources.  It \vill part-finance the  r~neHa.l a.n?- increase  in the rolling 
stock of the .Regie  du  Chemin  de  Fer Abidjan-Niger  (Abidjan-Niger Raihray 
Authority- IL\N).  Tne  programme  is aimed  chiefly at stepping up  transport 
capacity,  particularly for travellers, but ·also for livestock exported from 
Upper  Volta and 1Wi toHards  the  consumption centres in Ivory  Coast. 
About  half of this 1.173  km  long railtva.y  is in Ivory Coast 
territory and  one  half in Upper  Volta.,  and it constitutes the  essential 
tra.nspor·~ medium  for the  North of these  tHo  States~ It also plays  a.n  important 
role for a  large area of Iofu.li  si  tua.ted  on the right bank of the Niger  River~ 
The  African Development  Balli<  (Ba.nque  Africaine  de  D~veloppement -
BAD)  is also: :contributing to the  same. programme  for the  purchase of rolling 
stock by the ILUJ.  This  is the first operation in which  the  Conmrunity  and  the 
African  Dev~lopment Bank  have  acted  jointly  • 
.  The  Community  has  alreud.y participated in the  financing of RAN 
investments by granting a  subsidy for the  purcha?e of rolling stock and 
the  construction of metal bridges  (2  million u.a. - First EDF)  and  a.  loan 
on  special terms of 6 million u~a.  (1967, .second EDF)  for the  modernisation 
of.  the  Abgoville-Dimbokro  railvray  (103  k.m). - 30- VIII/275(73  )E  C-5 
T'no  development  of port  and  v;ater'..rays  infrastru.cture remains  a 
vital r;:attcr  i::1  Africa 7  a  co~1.tinent Hhich  is still relatively under-equipped 
as regards  ovo:rland  links.  This  infrastructure must  be  adapted not  only  to  the 
re~~iremonts of the  coastal  co~~tries but  also to those of the countries in 
the  interior.  Four  neH  interventions  in this field _Here  decided  on  in 1972. 
They  concern Somalia  7  IvO"r'J  Co_9-st,  the  Central African Republic  and  Congo. 
Tho  most  important  scheme  is for the  construction of the first 
instalment of a  deop-;,ater port at Moga.d.isciu  in' Somalia.  Its to·cal  cost 
is estimated at  about  23  million u.a.,  and  is to be  financed on a  50/50 bo.sis 
by an EDF  suosidy and by a  loan on special terms  from  the  International 
Development  Association. 
Somalia is a  country where  transport  is largely by  ::::ea  becaune 
of the  inadequacy of the road  infrastructure.  Four ports,  1 11ogadisciu1  Berbara, 
Chisimaio  and  I>Ierca  account  for the  major part of ·the traffic. Hogadisciu is 
mainly an  import  haJ-'bour  ( t\·Jo-thirds of all Somali  imports)  vri th a.  total 
impori/export traffic of 250.000  tons.  At  present  the  ships stand off in 
If.og-adisciu harbour  and are  loaded  and  off-loaded by lighters.  The  building 
of the  neH  port  7  -v1hich  is  pla.."l.ned  to  hand.le  a  total traffic of 700.000 tons  1 
Hill make  it possible to  group the  two  functions  of export  and  import  in the 
same  harboUT.  It Hill lead to  a  reductior. in freight  and handling costs,  a 
diminution of losses of GOods 7  and  very appreciable  savings  in time. 
In Ivory  Co2-st 7  the lL'uropean  Investment  :Bank  has  granted a  loan 
of 4.  7  million u.a.  from its mm resoUTces  and  with an interest  subsidy  from 
EDF  to  improve  a.ccess  channels  to the port  of 1\bid  .. jan.  'E.1.is  scheme  fits into 
the  Ivory Coast  prog.rammo  to  improve  tho  port and rail tl•ansport  network,  to 
part-finance which the  Commu.."li ty has  already contributed more  than 12  million 
u.a.  since  1965.  Thanks  to this .:_:_;;0\f  project  1.  ships of 10 metres draught  and 
260 metres  in length viill be  able  to tie up  in the  port of Abidjan,  which is 
the  chief pole  or~  economic  development  in Ivory Coa..st  and handles  most  of the 
external trade of Upper  Volta and  a.  considerable part of that of r-1,ali. 
Tvm  projects  concern the  improvement  of the  trans-equatorial i·;a.ter-
i:ay.  T:.'le  first,  submitted  jointly by tho  People's  Republic of Conp·o  a.:r.d  the 
Central African Rcnublic  7  is for the  <J.ccpJ.isi tion of the  egui-omer..t  necesse.ry 
for  main·tenance·  a.nd  rcnair Hor1c  on  the river axes  of .joint .interest to the  t1-1o 
countries. - 31- VIII/275(73)E  C-5 
The  amount  of financial aid being provided by  EDF  is 9.3  million. 
u.a.  The  river netvlOrk  conc0rned in the  project is about  5.000  km  in length. 
It link~ Chad,  the  Central African Republic  and the  Congo  to  the river port 
of Brazzaville and  from  there, via the  Congo-Ocean railway,  to  the  port 
of Pointe-Noire.  Being a\.,rare  of the  importance  of the role which the 
trans-equatorial route  plays  in the transport  system of Central Africa, 
the  Community,  in 1971,  already financed a  part of the  extension of 
Brazzaville port and  the acquisition of a  tugboat for the port  of Pointe-
Noire. 
To  complete  this last  intervention the  Commission  decided, 
in 1972,  to  contribute 4. 7 million u.a.  to financing the  buildin.rr of an 
extra berth at  Pointe-Noi:c•e.  In addition to the  Community  financing,  the 
Agence  Transcongolaise  des  Communications  and the  Compagnie  miniere  de 
l'Ogoue  are  al~o helping to  finance  this  sche~e.  The  Compagnie  miniere 
will provide  the installations for the  loading of manganese  ore  from 
J:·Ioanda  (Gabon). 
The  building of the extra quay will reme~r bottlenecks in 
the port  installations  1  vrhich at present .are near saturation point, 
ar;td  Nill make  possible considerable  savings  on freight  charges for the 
export  of manganese,  since  the  quay will be able  to handle mineral 
transporters of a  torillage  much  higher than that at present accepted, 
which is only 1'5  to  19.000 tons. - 32- VIII/275(73)E  C-5 
s.scnmr  3 
Tr.:..ining  ho.s  bc'M  a  oonr.Jtant  concern in the  cho:i.oe  e.nd.  structure 
of the  prograrnmcs  fi:-.ancccl  by  Co:nr.illnity  aid 1  almost all of ivhich  includo  a 
considerable  a.'no-c:..nt  of  professional  and  tecru"ical training.  The  possibility 
of b:::-ingi:ng  nca:::-cr  tl10  tirr.c  •·rhen  the  technical responsibilities for tho 
projects  can be  transferred to  nationals of the associated countries has 
been a  primer d.ial factor  L'l  the  choice  of the solutions for carrying ou.t 
these projects.  Comr~unity aid is thus  tending to respond to the i'lish of 
several  Govormnents of Associated. States to see their own  nationals  t<J.king 
over more  and  more  of the  functions  >·:hich  have hitherto necessitated the 
intervention of supervisory staff from  abroad. 
In addition to  the  trair..ing actions  included in the projects, 
more  than  167~ of all corruni tments for the 1972  financial yea:r have been 
devoted  to  specific social development  actions. 
T'ne  aid to social developme"'lt  covers the training,  h~~lth, 
urban y;a.ter  sup~ly and  ho'J.sing sectors. 
§ ·1 Education and  Tra.ir:int;; 
A  ve:'y  great  :na.jori  ty of the  aids  decided  on in 1972  concern 
the  launching of a  mul  t ian.'1ual  prog-.camme  of scho la.rships  from  197 2 to  197 5 
for  nationals of all the  .o~ASf·1~ 
On  nu:ncro~ occasions the  Co~~cil of Association has  stresoed 
the  need  for training of  c::1dros  and  technicians  to round off the  pl'Ojects 
for econor..ic  and.  social development  financed by  Community  aid and to enable 
the  Associated. States to  dra\·;  the best  profit·-rrorn them.  The  Commission ha.s 
endeu.voured to  follov; this general orientation in the four forms  of techni-
cal  cooperation applied to 
the  specific vocational training projects 
the  ::;cconding  o:f:'  instructors from  tcach.:.~1g services 
scholarships 
in-training p8riods  and  fu..rther  trai:1ing sessionso 
lhth the  exception of one  complementary financing operation 
for  a.  project approved  earlier~ there were  no  netv  commitments  j,n  1972  for 
educational ir.frastructure. 
The  snecific vocat:i.onal  trainin,cz:  ·pro,lec~s 
'1'-,JO  specific vocational  tl'ai:'ling projects vwre  approv8d  in 1972.  They are 
bei:r..g  carri.;;;d  out  concor.;itantly with  inv0:.:;tmont  projects in tho  a.gricultu.-
rol fiold7  n.lso  financed by EDP1  a.nd  thoir a.im  is to  o:nz'l.U:'o  the - 33- VIII/275(73)E  C-5 
exploitation of theca  investments by qualified porsonnGl. 
'I'he  scheme  for the  trainin,rr and further training of the· suuervisory staff of 
SOD~~IZ concerns  about  900  persons  in all and  is to  extend over a  period of 
four years. 
The  Co~~ission has  also decided to finance  a  programma  for the functional 
liauidation of illiteracy,  >·Jhich  is part of the project for the development 
of rice-groNing in the Segou region of f.'Iali. 
The  secondi:r.f:\'  of instructors from  teachin~ services 
The  purpose of this form of aid is to  enable the  Governments  of certain 
countries to  overcome  the difficulties they experience  in recruiting specialised 
teachers in certain technical and  scientific branches.  It is granted for a 
limited duration·to  strengthen either the  training sector of the less favoured 
cou.n~r~es or  th<:l  .educational  infrastructure provided by the EDF  (school 
buildings)  or regional  cooperation  (inter-State establishments). 
In 1972,  13  teachers vrere  serving in the  follov:ing countries and establishments: 
in Carr:eroon,  at .the Centre  International de  F.ormation Statistique  (CIFS  Yaounde) 
a  construction f:i,.nanced  by EDF,  and  the  Institut Panafricain pour le Developpe-
ment  (IPD)  at  D~ala;  in Ivory Coast,  the  Ecole  Nationa.le  Superieure  dVAgronomie 
(Ei11SA)  at Abidjan,  a  construction financed by EDF 7  and  tile  Centre  Regional de 
l'Enseig.:1cment  et· de  l'Apprentissage Maritimes  (CREA1·1)  in Abidjan,  and,  finally, 
in To'.<:.r6,  the  University of Benin at  Lome  and the Ecole  Nationa.le d'Agriculture 
at  Tove 1  also  firi~~ced by the  EDF. 
- Scho1arshius 
Up  to the  academic year 1971/1972  the  scholar.ship programme  was  carried out 
on  an annual bazi;s.  This  system had  draivbaoks as regards the  granting of an 
extension of the  scholarship because  of the  9ontra.diction between an annual 
budget  and  multiannual training.  The  Commission was  therefore led to  introduce 
a  mul  ti~'1nua.l  pro,<r,rammc,  established in agxe<:;ment  W·ith  each Associated State, 
and  covering the :.period remaining to run of the  second Yaounde  Convention 
(1972-:-1975). 
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The  no·.J  oricnia.tion of thio programme  provides that  : 
- tr.:~.inin,g vri.ll be  pc.id  ;f."o;:;o  until oompleticn'l.,  ovon if  :l:c  iiil  11v..o  to so  on 
beyond  Ja.nua.ry  1975i 
the budget  cov0rinc; the last three years  of commitments  of the  third EDF 
viill ena'olo  tl:c  Governments  to  progra.mrne  their training requirements  and 
to  li:nk this training >·Ti th the  sectors of activity which are at  present 
in full development  or destinated to  expand  in the near future. 
These  sa.mo  Governments  will also haVl1  'i;h(,>  ro:~'sib:i.lity of better  ~oi::lulating 
the  allocatio::J. of their scholarship-holders to·educationa1'ostab1ishmcnts 
in Europe  or Africa. 
The  multiannual scholarship programme  came  into force  with 
effect from  the  academic  yGar  1972/73 7  vrhich uill be  shovm  in detail 
boloH,  therefore still como  under the  old system.  As  previously,  they 
comprise full and  part-time scholarships and 'scholarships for study by 
correspondence. 
In the year  1971/72~  2.225  sdwl.:l.rships · \vere  granted to  AA,Sl\f  nationals. 
'I'nis  Has  roughly the  same  m:mber  as  in 1969/70 ar.d  1970/71. 
The  proportion of scholarships granted for studies  in Africa has  conti-
nued  to  groH and  is noH  clearly higher than that of those  granted for 
Europe  (see  T~b1e no  7 in the  annex) 
EUROP~  i\F!UCE ·-·  ISRAEL  TOTAL 
Nu:;!ber  %  Number  d 
/~  Number  %  Number 
1964/65  985  79A  221  17' 8  35  2,8  1.241 
1969/70  1.156  51,8  1.024  45,9  51  2,3  2.231 
1976/71  1.041  47,9  1.097  50,5  34  1,6  2.172 
1971/72  979  44,0  1.196  53,8  50  2,2  2.225 
lmother  important  change  is that the  proportion of scholarship-holders 
studying economic  subjects  (see  Table  no  8  in.the annex)  has definitely 
grOim  in relation to  the  previous year7  :rising from  23.6%  to  26.4%.  The 
same  is true as regards the agricultural branch,  in which the proportion 
rises from  28.8%  to  30.3~~. 
~ 
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2)  Part-t~me cou:rse,z  on the  spC2_t  ·? 
The  number of artisans  and heads  of  small enterprises having folloNed part-
time  courses  in the  AASI-1  amounts  to  477 7  broken down  as  folloNs  :  203  in 
Congo 1  190 in Za:Lre,  41  in Go.bon,  43  in I.fudagascar.  By  comparison vtith the 
prGceding year,  this figure  sho•·•z  an  increase  in the  number of beneficiaries 
of these  courses for each associated country concerned,  although the total 
figure  for the  year is affected by the  replacement  of the scholarships in 
Cameroon  (107)by a  specific development  project of the  small and  medium-
sized enterprises. 
3) Schobrshi:os for  corres:oondenQe  courses  (see table no9 in the  annex) 
For the year 1971/72,  316  applications for correspondence training courses 
>.;ere  accepted .by the  Conunission,  thus bringing the  number  of beneficiaries 
to 1.127 if account  is  t~<en of the  811  scholarship-holders of earlier years 
•·Tho  are  continuing their studies. 
The  breakdown of these  scholarship-holders by sector of training is as 
follm·Ts  : 
Economics  620  or 55.  Cfj~ 
Agriculture  :  337  or 29.9% 
'., 
Technical  170 or  15.11~ 
J~s  -to  the  breakdoHn py level of training,  this is as folloNs 
Occ1~pational .level  343  or  30.4~~ 
1·1ediu.m  level  644 or 57 .Z{v 
UppG.r  level  140 or 12.4% 
Results obtained 
Of 'the lal27.scholarship-holders 7  1.082 have  finished their training year 
succezsfully.;  :Among  these,  183  have  fihaliy completed their trainingo 
In-traininr, periods  and  further trainin,n; sessions 
In 19727  six students were  admitted to  in-training in the  Co~~ission's 
de:partments  for periods of three or five  months.  T'ne  break down  as  follo\1s 
ZaS:re  1;  Rwand.a  1;  French Polynesia 1;. Congo  1;  Ivory Coast  1;  Senegal l. - 36- 'viii/275(73)E  C-5 
In addition,  fifteen senior civil servants ·took part in further 
'  . 
training ·sezsions  in the  Commissionvs  departments  in 1972  : 
Burundi  1;  Cameroon  l;  Congo  1;  Central JLfrican Republic 1;  Dahomey  1; 
Gabon  1;  Upper  Volta  2i  HJ.dagascar  2;  Mali 1;  Mauritania 1;  Senegal 2; 
Chad l. 
All these  persons hold positior$ of responsibility or direction 
in their respective national admini.stra.tions. - 37- VIII/275(73)E  G-5 
§  2  Health 
In this sector the  Commission,  in 1972,  granted subsidies for 
the  continuation of  t'I-IO  projects approved earlier  :  extensions to the 
hospital of Abeche  in Chad  and the  completion of the Regional Health 
Centre  at Nopti  in I.fali. 
§ 3  Hater  supply 
In 1972  the  Commission decided to finance  a  technical study 
to reinforce the -v:ater  supply of the city of Nouadhibou in V.:.auri tania.. 
Since  1969  this city has had  a  rational supply  system financed by the 
second EDF.  The  industrial development  of Noua.dhibou  in the  course of 
the  last three years has led to  a  very appreciable  increase  in i·:ater 
con::mr.1ption 7  ·Nhich  is bound  to  gro'l'l  still further in the ncar future. 
The  ncN  study is to verify 1·1hethcr the  power of the  catchment  sheet at 
Boulanoua.r  can be  increased to  cope with the future  requirements of the 
city.  .. - 38- VIII/  27 5  (13 )E  C-5 
SSC'I'ION  4 - ElliT:RGENCY  JiiDS 
In 1971  a  serious cholera epidemie  and  an  e~ceptional drought 
had requir0d recourse  to numerous  "emergency aids
11  for a  total amount  of 
more  than 10 million u.a. 
In 1972  only one  intervention of this kirA - for an  amo~~t 
of 407.000 u.a.  - was  decided on.  T'.ai::;  Has  the aid granted to Iohli in 
January 1972  to  combat  a  sudden  rec~doscence of the cholera epidemic 
of 1971.  It mainly took the  form of the  supply of vaccines  and other 
drugs,  of 15  vehicles arA  the building at  Bamru~o of a  plant to manufacture 
aqueous  solutions. It enabled the epidemic to be wiped  out  in the first 
half of 1972. 
During the uintering season  (July-October)  of 1972,  drought 
conditions again prevailed on  ~1 even  more  intensive scale than in 1971 
and  exceptionally dry vwather severely affected the associated countries 
of the Sahel  a..'1.d  Sudanese  zones.  Every1.-rhere  the effects Here  serious 
for the traditional food  crops  :  millet,  sorghum,  groundnuts  and  maize. 
Ha:ny  herd.s  v1ere  de  cirr~  ted by the  lack of  1-ra ter and pasture.  The  Com.':'.uni ty 
has  endeavoured to  come  to the help of the  six Associated States hardest 
hit  (l·la.uritania,  Senegal 1  lla.li 7  Upper  Volta,  Niger,  Chad)  by granting 
them  food  aiQ.  ar  .. d  above all by deciding,  at the beginning of J.Ia.rch  1973 7 
to  provide Urgent  supplies for an rr.ount  of about  19  million u.a. - 39- VIII/275 (73 )E  G-5 
SECTION  5 - INFOTIXATION  ACTIVITIBS 
Certain actions  financed by EDF  aim at ensuring better information 
for the  Associated  States  concerning the  contents  of the  YaoUl4de  Convention 
\ 
and  the  functioning of the  Association.  They·consist of the  organisation of 
symposia and the publication every two  months  of the  Cou.rrier of the Associa-
tion. 
sy~posia or~nised in ~xrope 
From  January to Tiecember  1972,  12  symposia were  organised in Europe.  In 
addition,  three others outside the  programrrie,  1-;hich  did not  involve any 
financial  com.";litment  by EDF,  Here held in Brus:::els  for the Centre  de 
Perfectionnement  pour le Tieveloppement  et la Cooperation Economique  et 
Technique  (Paris),  l'Entreprise de  Recherche-s  et d rActivites Petr.olieres  .  \ 
(Paris)  and. 'the Friedrich Ebert Sti:ftung, (Bonn) •.  These  sympooia reserved 
by  priority :to  scholarship-holders of the Eu:.:·opean  Economic  Community; 
four hundred  ~~d eighty persons participated,  among  them 76  nationals 
of non-associated African States. 
S;ymcosia  orr:aniscd  in the  Associated States 
In the  course  of 1972,  symposia were  held at Duala and  Yaounde  with the 
h0lp of the· Cameroon  Government.  They  br~ught to&;ether varied audiences 
representatives  of diplomatic circles,  parliamentarians,  sen·ior officials, 
representatJ..ves of industrial and  commercial interests,  stu.dents  and  EEC 
scholarship-holders. 
Cou:;.~rier de  1 1 Association 
In 1972  the  I]hythm  of publication of the Courrier was  kept to and it 
appeared at. bi-monthly intervals.  The  size of the  issue rose  from  12.000 to 
17~000 copies  and  preparations have  been made  to bring out  an English 
edition fro\')1  :early 1973  omrards. - 40  - VIII/275~73)E  c-5 
SBCTION  I  - PliEP!i.R\..TIO~r  OF  TEC  HTPLE~·iENTATION OF  THE  AID 
The  effective  p~rticipation of the  Associated States in the 
orientation of  fin~~cial and  technical  cooperation and in the  supervision 
of its implementation is one  of the  main "conquests
11  of the  Associatio~. 
The  proc;-.cc:.mming,  examination and  execution of the  investments financed  by the 
Commu.'1i ty call for  a  "permanent  dialogue'.'  be  tHe  en  .. its authorities and those 
of  ~he Associated States and  a  co1~tant effort of information and  concertation 
Hith  the other sources from  Hhich these  countries dra.H  aid.  In the  same  way·, 
the  stress which the  Commu.'lity  endeavours  to  place  on the financing of 
directly profitable  investments  7  in conformity vii th the unanimous  Hish of 
the  Associn:ted States,  leads to  closer concertation bGh;een the European 
Development  Fund  and  the European  Investment  Bank. 
§ 1  Cooocrn.tion bet1·men  the  Community  departments  and  the resuonsible 
2::1thoritics  of the  !tASI-.I 
Durinc:  trlC  yoar  1972 1  hi.:;h  level delegations  from  several 
As so cia  i;cd States  c.:une  to Brussels  and  Luxembourg to  make  contact with 
the  Co:nrnicsion  depn.rtments  and  the  European  Investment  Bank  for.the  purpose 
of discussing7  in particular7  the  implementation of the projects envisaged 
' 
duri.ng the 'progrn.mming missions of 1970  and 1971. 
In addition1  numerous  missions by EDF  or EIE  agents  in the  Associated 
States examined projects under study or checked others 'l'lhioh are  already 
in the  oov~s~ of execution. 
Certain technical  n.id  missions \·lhich  ho.d  been installed v1i th the 
Gover:--•. :nents of the  Associated States in l970  and 1971  in order to help 
thl:l  latter  :t;~  constitute  the  dossiers for submitting projectc in respect 
of ;·rhich  financial help has been asked of the  Community  7  'tiere extended 
in the  course of tho  1972  financial  year~: In most  casec these experts are 
alec entrusted •..:i th the  preparation of neH ·projects for poszible financing 
in the  future.  1\:o  of these  are  in Niger,  and  one  each in the Central 
African Republic,  Upper Volta,  Mali,  Con&ro,  Chad,  Somalia and Madagascar. 
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§  2  Concerted act  ic1:  -r.·ri t!l the  European  Investment  Bank 
Concerted action between  tho  departments of the EI:S  and of the EDF 
continued on a  permanent basis in 1972.  Heetings were  held at regular 
intervals~  sometimes  in Luxembourg~ and  sometimes  in Brussels,  to enable 
the officials of the  Bank  and those of the EDF  to discuss the appropriate 
method of fi1~cing projects  submitted  in the  setting of the  second 
Yaounde  Convention,  taking  i~to account  mainly, the  economic situation 
and  the  capacity to bear debi;:::bf  the State  concerned,  the  financial 
profitability of the  schemes,  and also the  procedures for examining 
' 
projects in respect of 'tlhich a  loan on special terms  might be granted 
by the EDF.  In addition,  these  departments kept  each other informed 
of the progress of vwrk  in the  examination of the  projects  coming ·within 
their province.  They  also  got  together on the procedure leading up to 
a  financing decision concerning loans  on  special terms,  acquisitions of 
participations or interest subsidies from EDF  resources. 
§ 3  Coordination bet;·rcon  Communi tv aid  and.  other aids 
Coord.~nation behreen Community  aids  and  other bilateral and  multi-
lateral aids.  qontinucd  very regularly .in 1972.  Information Has  exchanged 
on financing. operations  envisaged or decided on  and  joint meetings  ,.,rer<a 
held.  These  exchanges  of views  led to  the  programmes  and  modes  of 
intervention of the  various  aids being compared  in such a  way  as  to reduce 
as far as  possible acy duplication7  lacune or divergences which  could 
lessen the effectiveness of the aid and be prejudicial to the associated 
countries.  In::this >.;ay 7  practical solutions  can be  profitably discussed 
with the responsible authorities of these  countries,  who  have the  choice 
of the sources of financing or technical assistance  and  the  last word 
as  to the  substance of tho  development  operations. 
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1.  I·Icthods  of coordinCJ,tion '•lith the other sources of aid 
The  exchanges  of information betiv-een  the  Community  and  the bilateral 
aid agencies  continued in regular fashion  in 1972. 
Information and  coordinCJ,tion meetings Here  also held v1ith  the  French, 
Belgian,  German,  Italian and  P~erican providers of aidp  and  an initial 
contact has been established ivi th i;he  Canad:j.an  Government,  Nhich is 
helping an  increasing nurnber  of projects in the  .A.ASI·I. 
THo  initial contact meetings have also tnken place 'Hith the J3rit"ish 
agencies,  the  Overseas  Development  AQrr.inistration,  mainly for the  purpoze 
of e:x:chan$ing  information on the  respective structures and experiences 
in the  field of aid to the 1\.fricari.  countries,  and  the  Commonwealth 
Development  Corporation. 
b)  T·cultilateral aids  ----.....:.----
This  coo:Cd.ination also  continued  and  v1as  even. stepped up  in 1972. 
In addition to regular exchanges  of information,  several coordination 
meetings  have been held with the  \•forld  Bank,  P11ID  and  U'NESCO. 
'TI1e  Co~~ission has  also  participated in several multilateral coordination 
meetings  concerning  : 
Aid  to  education  ir. Hhich French bilateral aid1  the  IBRD,  the  PNUD 
and  L~~sco participated 
The  trans-African road.Hay  in the  frarrtev;ork  of the Economic  Commission 
for Africa 
The  methods  of assessing development projects;  these discussions were 
held within CAD. 
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In adaition,  in Decombor  l9721  ~ mootins to  ocordin~to  'opor~tions for tho 
development  of livestock breeding for which the  AAS!-1  are requesting fino.nce 
uac held i:l Brucsels  on the initiative of the  Community.  The  bilateral aid 
agencies  of the  six member  states,  tho  Horld Bank and American bilateral 
aid took part  in this meeting. 
The  Commi:;;sion took part for the firct time as  a  }.!ember  in the meeting of 
the Advisory  Group  on International Agronomic  Research held  in Hashington 
under the aegis of the  \·!orld  Bank.  T,h th the agreement  of the  GovernJnen'j;s 
of the  A."..Sr.r  concerned 1  it undertook to participate in the  financing of the 
system of regulo.r and  systematic information on  a[;.rrono~ic research concerning 
the  countries of \-rest  Africa which  is  bein~ carried out by FAO  under the 
auspices  of this Advisory group.  Germany  and France are  also making a 
contribution  ~o this project,  which  constitutes the pilot phase  of a  system 
of information which  should later cover all the developing countries. 
InU.pper Volta. the hospital at  Fa.da  l.PGourma,  v1hich  had been financed from 
the resources of the first EDF  (1961)  and had remained unoccupied for 
seve:r-al years,  ha::;  been taken over at the request of the  Corrununity  by the 
Association  11Fro:r-os des Hommes",  which has  supplied the  competent  person."lel 
and has been running the hospital  since 1972.· 
2.  Harmoa':Lsation  of interventions 
Thanks  to the  ei'fo:::-ts  of coordination,  close harmonisation exists bet,,reen 
the interventions of Community  aid and those  :(ina.nced by the other main  sources 
of aid in favour· of the  .A  .. ASI·1.  This  extend~ . in , certain cases to co-financing of 
certain major projects.  For the projects mentioned below on vlhich  a  financing 
decision l'las  taken  in 1972,  operational  coordination has  been established vlith 
other s·ources  of aid. 
Development  ofi'ice-groHing under  controlled submersion in the  S0gou region 
(Mali).  A similar operation carried out by the  1tlorld :Bank  in the  same  region ro-
:in.forces the aid  supplied by EDF  in this field 1  vrhile  PlfUD  is backing up this 
action by the  establishment at Dioro of a  centre for the  production of selected 
seeds  and for applied. research into rice-grO\·ling.  (of.  p.  11). 
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Development  of cattlebrceding in Southeast Mauritania  :  a  simillll' 
project  is being carried out by  IERD  iri the Southwest.  The  practical 
details of these  t\·m  schemes  have been harmonised  ( cf.  p.  16). 
- Study of the  Kiffa-Noma  road  :  as  a  complement  to  the  study financed 
by ED?,  the  Gcr~n and  French bilateral aid agencies are respectively 
examining tho  Noua.kchott-Boutilimitt  and the Eoutilimitt- Aleg- Kiffa 
section:::.  Tnanlcs  to this coordination,  the 1-fa'uritanian Government 
\·;ill have  available an overall study of the national  a.::cis  Nouakchott-
Noma  (of.  p.  27). 
Construction of the port  of Mogad.isciu  :  in view of the  importance 
of this project,  EDF  and  IDA  are  jointly financing it on a  50/50 basis 
(of.  p.  29). 
Particip.;:..tion in the  capital of the  UTEXI  company  :  the participation 
of the  Community  has been effected jointly with that of the  Nederlandse 
Financierin[\ r:~atzchappij voor Onti-Iikkelingslandcn N.V.  (~:10)  vrhich  has, 
morooverj  grantod a  long term loan to 
1'the  company.  It \vas  on the  ini-
1' 
tiativc of the  EI:B  that  tho  inter.rcntion of  F1•10  tvas  asked for by the 
promoters  of the  scheme  (cf.  p.  19). 
Eanfora  suear  complex  in Upper  Volta  the  Caisse  Centrale  de  Coopera-
tion Economique  et le  Fonds  frangais d'Aide et de  Cooperation  (FAC) 
have  also'lont their aid to  tho  financing of this project for a  total 
ar;1.ount  equivalent to that furnished by the  Community  (cf.  p.  21). 
Rene~·ml and  increase of the rolling stock of the  RAN  :  this project 
has been ·financed  jointly and  in  e~~al shares by tho  EIE  and the 
Mrican  ':Devolopmcmt  Bank  (BAD)  (cf.  p.  29). 
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SEC'I'ION  2  NB~·!  DEC IS IONS 
~rte total  ~mount of new  commitments  decided  on  in 1972  in 
f~vo"l.U' of the  Al".Sl'~  both from  EDF  credits  and  from  the  Bank 
1 s  mm 
resources runs  to nearly  213  million u.a. distributed bdvmcn 65 
financine decisions.  In 1971  the  amoun:t  committed v:as  253  million u.a.. 
The  total for the  two  years balances out  :  in the  course of thesefirst 
exercises in implemont<:>.tion  of the  <.:econr.1.  Ye.otmde  Co;:wention.,  exte~1dinc; 
over four years and one  month,  half the  endowment  (thi~d EDF  plu8  EIB) 
provided for  in the  Convention  (918·million u.a..)  has been  co~~itted. 
Non-repayable  aids or [,Tants  from  EDF  resources  make  up 
90.8% of the total of the  corrunitments  decided  on in 1972.  The  reimbursable 
aids  and  contributions to the  formation of risk capital,  ';·rhich  also  come 
\> 
from  E:DF  resources  1  together represent three per cent.· Ordina!"'J loans 
from the funds  of the European  Investment  Baruc  have  accounted for  6.~G 
of all Community  co~~itments. 
It 1rill be  noted that the  share of fina."lcing granted in the 
fo:em  of reimbursable aids  or contributions to :the  formation of risl-;:  capi  t<l.l 
from  EDF  resources  (about  3%  for  th~ 1971 and 1972 financial years)  is 
still bcloH the  average  provided for under the  Yaou."lde  Convention,  v:hich 
Has  8.9/~. )bthcr fe•·r  :projects that  could be financed. in accord.:mco  Hith 
these  particular :procedures,  uhich require the evaluation of financial 
profitability, have  been  submitted by the  Associated States.  In addition, 
the  procedure for exa.'l!ining these aids  is generally fairly complex,  the 
very nature.of :projects Hhi.;ri  are financially  pro~itable often making 
their finalising longer and more  difficult  • 
. The  nev!  comrnitments  entered' upon in 1972 v1ill be  examined from 
·.the  angle  of the adaptation of the modes  of financing to the various 
,; 
sectors of economic  and  social activity in the associated countries. 
The  sec-!:or  breakdo'.'l'li  used is identical to that adopted in Chaptel' I. 
It is in the field of development  of production that the 
types  of financing have  obviously been the  most diversified.  Subddies 
have  accounted for  88.5~{ of the total amount  of aids 7  special  loa.'1::>  from 
EDF  resources for about  5%,  ordinary EIB  loans  also for  5%;  ar~ 7  finally, 
p.:.u-ticipation in the  formation of risk capital 1%.  Tno  most  varied range 
of modes  of financing has  quite  natura~ly been applied to the  ir~ustria­
lisatio::l opera:tions  :  42.57~ ::.mbsidi9s 7  ?5~~ special loans,  251S  normal  loans 
from  the  B~~,  S%  contribution to the  formation of risk capital,  and 
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This variety of types  of financing tends to  show  that the d.iversi:f'iea:Hon 
of the  financial  instrument::;,  uhich was  further accentuated in the  Yaounde 
II Convention,  facilit~tes the financing of industrial projects by enabling 
Cor.t'Tlu..."l.i ty  intcrvcn".;ion to be  closely adapted to  each particular case. 
It r.:c.y  th"..lS  be  :1.0tcd 7  for  example,  that  the  investments for the 
development  of the  cotton sector in Ivory Coast have used the  complete  range 
of po::;siblc  forms  by VJhich  Community  aid  can be  supplied,  i.e. for the 
cievolopment  of cotton-grovJing,  a  loan on specia,l terms  and  a  subsidy from 
the resources  of the  second EDF  and 7  for the  UTEXI  textile factory,  an 
ordinary loan from  EIB  funds  and  an  interest  subsidy and  participation 
in the  capital of the  company,  using the resources of the third EDF. 
By contrast,  in vieH of  R-vr~nda' s  '\'leak  capacity to bear debt  7  the  equipment 
of this couritry v;ith electric po1·1er  has been financed  solely by grants. 
The  rQral development  projects have been completely financed 
by non-repayable aids. 
As  regard.s  econo~nic infrastructure  7  .84. 5%  of the aids have 
been granted in the  form  of subsidies. from  EDF  resources,  13%  in ordinary 
loans  from  the funds  of the  European  Investment  Ea.nk,  and  2.  5%  in intc1·est 
subsidies  from  ED?  resources. 
The  other sectors  (social development 1  emergency aids,  trade 
promotion)  have  received  lOO%  of their aid in the  form  of subcidies. 
§ l  Hon-reuo.yable  aicl3  from  EDF  resources 
194.4 million u.a..  of non-repayable  aids -v;ere  granted in 1972 1 
of Hhich  8.3  million come  from  GUms  left over from  the  second EDF.  These 
aids  comprise  subsidies for the direct fino.ncing of neH  projects and  pro-
grammes,  and interest subsidies for  ordina~J EIE  loans. 
Distribution by  sector of  activitie~: 
50%  of the  Cor.".ffiu."l.i ty subsidies  in 1972  ·Hent  to  the development  of ;>ro-
duction1.  25/~ to  econo:nic  infrastructure,' 18%  to  social deve1oprr.ent, 
and  the rest to  emerGency  and  mi<;;ccJ,J.anEJous  aids. 
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1)  bvestment  and  linked technicc:.l  cooperation 
In the  course  of the  1972  financial year,  151.2 million u.a.  were 
spent  in the  form  of subsiQies on this type of intervention.  The 
share of  investments  alone \'las  139.6 million u.a. 
Investments  are  to  be  unQerstood  in the broad  sense  covered by 
article  l  of Protocol number  6 to the  YaotL~de Convention,  including 
the  projects for the  development  of the rural economy,  which  may 
include various actions for the  provision of staff and  applied 
research. 
The  amount  represented by  the technical cooperation linked vrith  these 
i::westments  is 21.6  million u.a.,  or 14.6%  of the  cost of the 
i:::lVestments  (including  ·~those  financed by special loa.ns). 
It should be  noted that even if these  linked technical cooperation 
actions refer to  investments  financed  by reimbursable aids,  they 
are  alv<ays  met  by  subsidies. 
The  total amount  devoted to  linked technical cooperation breaks  down 
bet>-leen  specific actions of such. co:opern.tion decided on :oeparatoly 
with a  vi0H  to  preparing the  investment projects  and totalling 3.1 
million u.a.,  or  2.1%  of the  cost of the  investments 7  and  technical 
coopcr~tion action  included in the  projects for  an amount  of 18.5 
million u.a.  1  or 12.5%  of the  cost  of the  investments. 
This last amount  concerns,  on the  one  hand 7  the  technical preparation 
of the )projects  for 4.7  million u.a.  and1  on the other,  linlced 
technical  cooperation action concomrni tment with the  execution of the 
projects for an amount  of 14.7; million u.a.  (ll.2 million u..a.  for 
the  temporary taking on  charge  of technicians,  and 3.5  million for 
tho  supervision of the viork  on behalf of the  local authority responsi-
ble  fo~ the  carrying-out of the  schemes). 
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2)  :Smcrgency  aids 
Tne  object of these aids  ic:. 11to  meet  particular and  exceptional diffi-
--' 
cul  ties v1hich  create  an emergency  situation  h;~.ving grave  effects  on the 
economic  potentic.l of the  Associated States and  due  either to  a  fall 
in vmrld  prices or to disasters  such as  famines 7  floods 7  etc  •••  " 
(art.  20 of the  Convention). 
The  only decision taken in 1972  was  in response  io an application from 
!hli  under the  1 ~disaster
11  headinr:.  The  amount  involved was  407.000 u.a. 
The  other applications  submitted  to;-;ardc  the  end  of 1972  gave  rise,  in 
r·1arch  1973 7  to  nm·:  emergency  aid decisions  for  an aggregate amount  of 
about  19  million u.a. 
3)  General  technical  cooperation 
General  tc;:chnical  cooperation activities financed  in 1972  totalled 
32.8 million u.1:1.  T'.c.ey  cover0d  the  p:rograr:1:ne  -of  scholarships and 
training courses  (30  million u.a. ). 7  sp,ecific projects for vocational 
t:::-aining  (1.4 million u.a.)  1  general studies  (700.000 u.a.)  and  cpecial 
studies on  r;enoral technical  cooperation  (700.000 u.a.). 
4)  Adrninistr1:1tive  costs 
These  costs,  Hhich are  charged to  the  EDF 7  mainly  represent  the 
expenditUl'es  on dclozated control and  tecr~ical control  in Africa. 
Their total amount  is 6.8 million u.a.  The  administrative  costs of 
the  EDF,  directly incurred by the  Commizsion,  particularly in Brussels, 
are  accounted for by the latterv  s  own  budget. 
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Three  applications for interest subsidies  scrutinised by the  European 
Invcstrr:c:n1t  Banlc  in respect  of loans Hhich it grants  from  its Oim 
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resource:::  were  the  subject of decisions by the  Commission in 1972.  The 
amounts  of these  subsidies,  fixed at  the  date  of the signing of the  loan 
contrc..ct  by the  Ba.."'lk  or  1  exceptionally  1  at .  a  date  mutually agreed upon 
bet\·;cen the Commission  dc::>a-:.:-tm~/-t  and the  ~ank, are  chargeable to the 
non-refundable  aids of the Third ETIF  and total 1.02  million u.a. 
These  interest subsidies '.·rere  accorded at  the  standard rates laid down 
in the  second.  Yaounde  Convention,  except  in the  instance of the  reneHal 
of the rolling stock of the  RAN,  Hhen  the calculation vras  made  in accordance 
Hi  th the  procedure  of the rate established "case by case''· 
T'ne  total amount  of 3.'3  million u.a.,  so  far granted in the  form of 
interest  subsidies  in 1971  and  1972 1  and  corresponding to  a  volume  of 
.  I 
ordinary loans  of  20.45  million u.a.,  represents  0.75%  of the total of 
. non-refundable aids approved for these  t';.Io  financial years. 
The  subsidiGs  granted in 1972  concern the  follOi·ring projects  • 
Loan  cond.i tions 
for  borro~·Jer 
.~.ount  Subsidised 
(6oo  u.a.)  interest 
rate 
Ivory  Coa-st 
UTE..'G  textile 
factory  . 4.500 · 
Cameroon 
Extension to 
clinker crushing 
plant  650 
Ivory Coast 
Upner  iJolta 
Rcne',ral  of RAN 
rolling stock  '"3.000 
4 7/8 
5 3/8 
5 3/4 
Subsidy financed 
from  ETIF 
Amount  Rate 
(ooo  U..a.) 
61.2,2 
49,4  2 
" 359  2 
Total 
investment 
Amount 
(ooo  u.a.) 
1.900 
8.800 
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Article  18  § 1 of the  second Yaounde  Convention provides for the 
possibility of financing from  the  refundable  ED? aids, either loans on 
special  terms  or contributions to the  formation of risk capital.  In 1972, 
for the first  time,  this  second form  of financing was  used for a  commitment 
to  acquire  a  participation in the capital of the  UTEXI  textile company  in 
Ivory Coast. 
HoHever,  it must  be  noted that the total amount  of refundable 
aids granted,  both in 1972  and in 1971,· remains  low  (respectively 6  and  7 
million u.a.) and  represents only about  3%  of,the aggregate  commitments  of 
Community  aid for the  two  financial years.  Hitherto,  the Associated States 
has  submitted only feH  schemes  suitable for financing by loans  on  special 
terms.  Ho1·1ever, · folloNing interventions by  the  Commission  departments and 
·the EIB 7  the situation is changing.  It is becoming poscible to foresee 
that the  means  available for financing loans 'Hill be  used  up  by the  time 
the Convention runs out. 
Only  one  special loan was  granted during the  financial year 1972. 
This  loan,  amounting to  5.040.000 u.a.,  is to· part-finance the  establizhment 
of a  sugar  complex  at Banfora in Upper  Volta  (cf.  p.  21).  This  is an integra-
ted o.gro-industrial ::;chcmc,  financed by the "two floor"  technique,  under 
'l'ihich  the  loan is granted to the State of·  Upper  Volta and  reg-.cr.::r!;ed  by the 
la  ttcl' to the company.  The  interest rate ·on  this loan was  fixed at lf.,  per 
annu.ni  for a  24-yo:ar  period,  during ten of t-rhich  refunding is deferred o.s 
reeards the  Community  loan to  Upper  Volta1  and  2f.,  for the  same  duration and 
the  same  period of grace  as regards  the  loa.."l  from  Upper  Volta to tho  sugar 
company. 
The  Com.rnunity  also decided.,  in 1972,  to  participate for a  toto.l 
of 990.243  u.11.  in tho  inc:::-eace  of tho  capito.l of the  UTEXI  tc):tile company 
in Ivory Coo.st  v:hich,  at  the  same  time,  received an ordina.l'Y  EIB  loan. · 
T'.ais  contribution to the  for;nation of risk capital vras  motiv.:..tcd 
by -the  obligation laid upon  tlle  promoters. of tho  scheme  by  the  lendint; 'boclies 7 
including EIB 1  ~hat they  should very appreciably step up their contributions 
of o:·:n  funds  in .such a  Hc.y  a::;  to ensure  that  the  company  ho.d  a  satisfacto:-:y 
fina;1cial  standing.  Tho  Community's  participation is of a  temporary nature  • 
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Hhile  reservinG the ri;;ht  to  sell its sha.ros  to a  transferee of its choice, 
the  Co~T.unity intends to offer right of prior  optic~ to other local associates, 
including the State of  Ivo~J Coast  itself~ or nationals or publics institu-
tions of the  co~~t~J. 
§ .3  Ord.in:'l.ry  loa:-ts  frorr.  the  sources of the Euronean  Investment  Ban.'< 
In 1972  the Bank  granted four  loans from the resources it collects 
on  the  capital markets for a  total countcrvalue of 12.8 million u.a.  One  of 
these  loans  concerns  Cameroon,  two  others  Ivory.Coast,  and the  fourth 
Ivo~J Coast  and  Upper  Volta.  Tlfo  of them  are  for industrial project's  and 
the  tlfo  others for transport. 
TI1c  description of these projects may  be  found  in Chapter I, 
Sections  1  and  2 1  of this report. 
Amount  in 
oooooo  u.a. 
Cartle~oon 
E:.:tcnsion of thE.  production 
capacity of the  clinker  · 
crushing plant 
Ivo~r Coast 
Creation  o~ a  spi~ing/ 
v1eaving- plant 
Improvement  of the access 
channels of the  port  of 
Abidjan 
Ivory Coa.st  a.nd  U"?ner  Volta 
Programrr.e  of modernisation 
of the  Abidjan-Niger 
raih;oy Adminidra  t ion 
0.65 
4.50 
4.68 
3.00 
12.8.3 
Duration 
10 
15 
14 
Rate of 
interest 
(after deduc-
tion of 
·subsidy) 
5 3/.8 % 
4  7/8% 
3  5/8% 
5 3/4% 
... / ... 
Subsidy 
4-5 % 53  - .  VIII/275(73 )E  C-5 
Three  of theze  loans were  granted direct to the final beneficiary1 
.vhile  tho  fourth Has  accorded to the  Ivory  Coa::;t  Republic for account  of 
the Port Authority. 
~hth the  exception of this latter case 7  thc::;e  loans  enjoy tho 
joint guarantee of the  State  on .vhose  territory the  project is being 
carried out.  T'ne  loan to  the  Abidjan-Niger railway enjoys  the  joint 
and several guarantee of the Republi9s of Ivo-py  Coast  and  Upper Volta. 
These  four  ordinary loans  i·rere  granted interest subsidie::; 
from  EDF  resources at the  standard rates provided for by 'the  relevant 
texts of 2  or  3?S  for the Hhole  duration of the  loan in the  case  of the 
industrial project::;,  and 1  in accordance  'llith the  procedure of the rate 
established  11case by  cason 1  of 2%  I~or the  RIG~ project  and  of 4.5% for 
the  Port  of Abidja:1  infrastructure  scheme  (i). 
Of the 35.37  million u.a.  comrnitted by the Banlc  for the  eieh.t 
loans  sic-ned  i:t?- 1971  and  1972,  the  sum$  paid out totalled 14.39 million 
·II 
u.a.  at  the  end  of 1972,  or nearly 41%.  None  of these  loans has yet been 
completely paid out. 
The  v1:1o1e  body of projects i./hich  the Bank has  part-financed 
frciin  its mm  resources  since  the  second  Yaounde  Convention came  into force 
has  ir.ade  possible the  investment  of a  total of 171 million u. a.  1  of i'lhich 
l28million in the industrial sector and directy provided 6.300 new  jobs 7 
suppiementary.added value  of the order. of 97  million u.a.. 7  and  extra 
foreign  exchange  receipts  in the  neighbourhood  of 73  million u.a.. 
(1)  This  latter. subsidy of 4.5%  tvas  granted by the  Corrunission at tho  end 
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EYi::C:tJTION  OF  AIDS  FIHA.NCED  FRQl\1  EDF  HESOURCES 
The  rythm of execution of the  projects  can be assessed by taldng 
into  consideration in turn the three stages of the launching of calls for 
tender.;  the  conclusion of the  contracts and1  finally,  the  payments. 
§ 1  Calls for  tende:::- and  contracts 
a) Present  state of calls for tender  -----------------
During the year 1972 7  82  calls for  internatior~l tender were  launched 
for an azgregate  amou....YJ.t  of about  108 million u.a.  In volume this l'!as  an 
increase of more  than 11%  in relation to  1971,  a  year already marked by 
a  considerable  increase  in the  volume  of calls for tenders.  This situa-
tion may  be explained by the rapid  implementation in situ of the 
operations  financed under the heading. of the Third E:DF I  in respect  of 
Hhich .49  ballc for tender Here  launched,  representing an estimated 
global sum  of about  101  million u:a. 
Of  tho  82  new·  calls for tender1  31  concern the execution of work for 
a  total amount  of 95.2  million u.a.,  t-lhile  a  sum  of about  22.4 million 
. u.a.  represents  51  calls for tender relating to  supplies  •. 
In this respect 7  the  positive results  1:t'egiste:r-ed during the proceeding 
'  I 
fina.'lcial ye.J.rs  in the  matter of standardisation of texts in the  sup-
plies field vicre  largely confirmed in 1972.  Of  the 51  calls for tcndol' 
in this  categoX"J,  45  1-:ere  pu.blish0d in 
1 conformity with the  standardised 
text  prop~cd by  the  Commission. 
It should' be  pointed out  that 7  for the third FtL'1d 7  the statistics of 
calls for tclJ.der  mentioned  above  cover only calls· on international 
compcti  tion.  Hov:evcr1  thanks  to the  adjustments  ma.de  in this field by 
the  second  Yaounde  Convention,  and to the derogations authorised, 
particul.:::rly :for ag;ricultural  p:r-ojects;~  the  ne'l'l  procedure for 
11acceleratcd"  tenders  and ·the t-rork .carried out under the  "regie"  system 
in tho  setting of estimates or contracts  concluded  ~icably 1  ~ust be 
added  to .this. 
,. 
; 
In thiz -v:ay,  in  ::~artic".l.lar  in tho  course of the 1972  financial ye~ 1 
the  Cor:;;-Gi:::sion  <J.U~horiscd tho  laur:.ching of 14  ca.llz for tender ur.dcr 
the  accolorc:."~cd  procedure  for  a.  total amount  of 5.2 million u.a.  • 
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Tlw  -total  of d.eals,  specifications and  contracts  concluded in 1972 for the 
implementation of the  three  fu:~ds amounted  to 160  million u.a.,  a  considerable 
incr0ase  in relation to the  1971 financial year  (110 million u.a.). 
T:.'le  origin of this situation is the  speedier pace  of execution of the third 
EDF  (99  million u.o..  of com:nitments 7  as  o..:;ainst  37  million the  previous year) 
<rhich  offsets  1  as  is normal,  the  slower pace  of  implementation of the  second 
EDF  (44  million u.a. 1  as  aeainst 111  million in.l970 and 70  million in 1971). 
At  the  end of the year under revieN 7  the  aggr0gate  of deals,  contracts  and 
specifications  concluded represented  88';~ of the  tot8.l  credits available 
ur.der the  second.  BL~d and  15%  of those of the third. 
The  improvement  noted in the  pace of final  cotmnitments  of the  E:DF  credits 
is reflected in thi::;  latter percentage.  The  rate of  15~~ of definitive  com-
mitments  attCJ.ined  for the  third Fund after tv:o  years  of activities had only 
been attained in the fifth yoar for the first Fund  and  in the fourth for 
the  second. 
This  is a  that  t21e  execution oi the  th;i,rd.  ED::.'  on the  f,rr'Ound  follo,:rs 
much  more  closely on the  fin~~cing decisions than was  the  case .in the.past. 
§  2  Suced-un in the  execntio:J. of nroiects 
Tho  time  clCJ.psing  bct,·reon the  lodging of the application for financing 
and  the. e:.:ecution of the relevant project is to be  explained by the  course  of 
certain procedures  which are  i~posed by the  management  of  fu.~ds of public origin, 
"t-:hose  ut'ili::;ation is reflected in the  conclusion,  e:cecuti.on and  supervision of 
contracts  entered upon by the  Administrations  of the ben0ficiary States. 
As  any delay at tho different  stages of these  procedures  can have  tho 
effect of upsetting the  economic bo.sis  of the  schemes 1  care  should be taken to 
keep to  a  minimum  the  time Hhich  elapses  betHeen the  assessment of the  projects, 
...  ; ... 
(1)  'l'he  fi.:,ures  quoted  in this chapter cover the  project::; financed by EDJ?  not 
only for the  !U\.SI.:  but also for the  Overseas  Count:ri0z  ar.d  T0:r:ri  to:riec  and 
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the  conclusion of the  contracts and  their execution.  In this way,  with the 
passing of the years,  the  Co~~ission has  endeavoured to find practical 
solutions for the  problems  Hhich  can  arise in the  scrutiny and execution 
of the  projects.  In particular since the  implementation of the. operations 
of the third EDF 1  certain specific measures  have  been.agreed upon in order 
to reduce  the  gap  betHeen the financing decision on a  project  and  its 
execution. 
~nus 7  as  a  part of its deconcentration policy,  the  Commission 
has  conferred a  '1\Tider  role and  powers 'to the  Contr3leurs Delegues  (Resident 
Supervisors) as  regards the preparation of the dossiers of calls for tender 
and  the approval of the designation of the  tenderers,  in such a  way  as to 
speed up the  procedures  and  reduce the  del~s. 
The  framing  ~~d implementation of the Standard Specifications 
for contracts financed by the EDF  has  a  similar aim  :  European firms  now 
have  availabl~ in their ovm  language all the  11rules of .the  game 11  and the 
day is approaching VIhen  it •·rill be  possible to reduce  from four to three 
months  the  time-limit for offers of Hark  •.  Because of the basis reform 
they introduce by substituting a  letter of contract for the 'contract 7 
these General Specifications make  it possible to gain a  further two  or 
three months  on  the period which elapses betNeen the  choice of the tenderer 
and the notification of the  contract. 
In the  same  Hay,  the framing .of .the general  clauses for 
·' .. 
contracts for the  supervision of Hark,  for technical assistance and 
studies,  and  also the reform introduced regarding the  conditions for 
the  signature of these  contracts,  constitute one  of the  most  concrete 
solutions to the  problem of the  len~th of procedures as regards contracts 
for  services~· 
In addition1  the  Commission has  made  further efforts as  regards 
the  programm~ng of calls for tender in space  (region~) and  in time  (planning). 
Finally~ the  reduction of the  .. time-limits actually noted is 
also a  result .of the  measures  ta.O;:en  by the  CorM'lission  to define,  not only 
the technical· conditions but also the  administrative~ legal and  financial 
procedures  in accordance  t·li th vthich  each project Hill be  e..'Cecuted  and  super-
vised.  T'.a.is  policy~ Hhich  already constitutes the  general rule for project> 
Hhich are  co-financed 7  does  much  to  spaxe  the national Admir.istrations  L::,,  .. 
tions  ~~ difficulties in the application of  the  terms  imposed by the  prov~ 
of fu:'1.ds.  It "iil!.u.s  1.1akes  it possible to  avo~d the .delays which  ~e often -57- VIII/275(73 )E  C-5 
the  corollary of thene.  It goes 'lvithout  saying that the adoption of this 
policy in no  way  deprives  the national authorities of their tasks as 
a1-:arders  of'  contracts and their responsibilities in the execution of the 
projects. 
§ 3  Increases  in pa;yments  made 
The  total volume  of payments  made  in 1972  under the head of 
the three  EDF  was  145  million u.a.  For ~ive years,  from 1965  to 1969,  total 
payments  :t\__emained  around an ·annual  ceiling of 110  million u.a. 1970  sai-l  an 
increase of the order of 26%  in relation to the previous  ye~, and this 
increase '\'las  confirmed  in 1971 .and 1972.  The  aggregate expendi  tu:res of the 
three  Funds during these recent years have been around 145/150 million u.a. 
annually. 
Tgree  reasons explain this  gro~rlh in EDF  payments after five 
years of stability 
the  speed-up in the  pace of launching calls for. tender  ~ri  th effect from 
1967  did not  ini'luence  payments  inunediately,  in vie~r of the time  taken for 
the  lodging of tenders,  their study and the  conclusion of the  contracts. 
the adjustments  made  under the  second Yaounde  Convention  (new  procedure 
for  11accelerated'1  calls for tender)  and the many  easier conditions 
decided on in concrete  cases  (expenditures under the  11ragie11  sys·l;em 7 
in the  framevxork  of estimates or by amicable  contracts) have helped to 
speed the  pace at vlhich  payments  are -being made. 
- Finally;  certain operations of the third EDF  - emergency aids and  interest 
subsidies - are,  by their very nature:,  liable to be  executed mora  rapidly 
than those of the first  and  ~~end EDF. 
At  tho  close of the financial year 1972,  the  perco:o.tac;os  of 
payments  in relation to  com.'l'litments  was  : 
94%  for the first EDF,  .as against  9~/o in 1971 
81,3%  for the  second EDF,  as against 7075%  in 1971 
15%  for the third EDF,  as agafnst.lO% in 1971 • 
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SECTIOlJ  4  - iJSE  Iti\.DE  OF  Tlm  COil'fPLEl'ED  PROJECTS 
During 1972  the  Co~nission began the  examination of a  certain 
nw~ber of agricultural development  projects as part of  ~ prog1•amme  of evalua-
tion which  is continuing.  This  is a  particularly important  sector, but also 
a  complex  and tricky one1  in the development  of the associated c011ntries. 
T"ne  results of this examination will be  co~u.Uicated to:. the Association 
Council  in the next report  on the  aruninistration of financial and  technical 
cooperation. 
Simul-taneously,  the  ColTh~ission has  continued to keep  itself 
informed of the  vray  the projects v1hich  have  b~nef:Lted by finance  from 
Community  aid,  in the various  sectors of intervention,  are being utilised. 
Among  the  information assembled the greater part,  and that of most  signifi- · 
~  . 
canoe,  this  year~  concerns  certain road infrastructure projects and  the 
investments  concerning education and training. 
§  1  Road.  infrastruo.ture 
The  three road projects 1vhose  utilisa:i;ion was  examined in the 
course of 1972  present  the  p~ticular feature that all are  aimed at opening 
up regions uhich difficulties of access  have hitherto maintained outside the 
trade flmvs  formed  Hi  thin the  co1Ultries  concerned.  T"nese  are the  Anl~izina 
roads  and  the  road  from  Andapa to the  east  coast  in Madagascar  and the 
Tigriere-Kolltch~ road in Cameroon. 
Comparative analysis of these three projects and.  their results 
leads to certain conclusions vlhich it may  9-e  useful to taka into  accou.."lt 
when  planning:operations of the  same  kind. 
a)  At  the  origin of each of these  pro,iects '"e  find  a  determination to break 
do-vm  the  is-diation of the populations  living in the regions  concerned 
the  plains .o.f  Ankaizina and  the  Andapa basin in lthda..:;asca:t' 7  and the 
Koutine  plain near the frontier betVIeen:Nigeria and.  Cameroon.  The  aim 
of these  pro,jects i·las  to  stimulate in this t-:ay  the economic a:nimation 
and  the  expl()itation o:f  the agricultural potentialities of the areas, 
considered as richly endovmd  by nat1.u;e 1  but still mainly  c.onfined to a 
s;y~tem of closed  economy  because  of the absence of any  pe:rmanent  link 
Hith the  neighbom'i::lg  l~egions already  connected. to the national nett·lork. 
The  inte:::-cst attaching to these  projects derives  from the t·.·ro  circumst2..n-
ces that  they aim at reduc:i.ng1  in its most  physical expression,  the 
disjointed. natu.:ce  of tho  ooonomics  concerned.~  and  thor~  -~h,cir  ~chievemen.t - 59  - VIII/275(73)E  C-5 
th·us  ap:pea.J.'s  ao  a.  powerful :f'a.otor of national  i11.tee;:ra.tion.  This  political 
aspect  of the objectives is seen more  clearly in the  case of peripheral or 
frontier regions like the  I~utine plain in Cameroon. 
b)  The  concept of the projects varies appreciably from  case to case. 
- For Arikaizina,  the activities planned break down  into three aspects 
•  The  purchase of equipment  and  road-builaing machinery for the local 
Public Works  Authorities 
•  The  building of a  stretch of 15  km. of ea.rth' road  a.nd.  22  engineering 
l'forks  on the Bealana.na.-Antsohi.by route· linking .Anka.izina to the west· 
coast of Madagascar  (134  km) 
•  The  laying do>m  of  522 1an  of secondary and  tertiary tracks within the 
enclosed  io:b.e. 
As  regiU-ds  th~ Tignere-Kontcha road in Cameroon,  the fina.ncing by 
Co~TIQUity aid should  concern the  laying down  and  improveffient  of the 
first  21  kilo~eter of the existing track .(119  km)  as well as  the 
ccnztruction of a  nev<  earth road for the ;follo\ving 11 km. · 
Finally,  the. opc:1ing up of the  Andapa:.bas~n should be achieved by 
.  .  . . . '  ' 
providing a  :511rfaced  road linking Anda.pa  to Sambava on the eastern coast 
of Madagascar  (9'1  km). 
The  three  scheine·s  provides for participation by the States  concerned under 
various  forms  : 'services by the rural engineering d.epa.rtment  for the building 
under the nregie11  system of the  15  km  road section and of the internal tracks 
as regards  Ankaizina.;  repairs to othel' defective pa.rts of the Tignere-
Kontcha :r·oute  :  establishment by the  Administration of the definitive 
project  !~or the  Andapa-Samba.va routeo 
If v:e  accept  the· special case,  justified by the existance of very compart-
menteC.  topogra.pl:ly1  constituted by the  tracks planned for internal se!'Vice  in 
.A..nka.izina 1  it vrould  seem that the  concept of the  project  concerning the 
Koutine  plain  (.Tignere:-Kontcha)  and  Anka.izina  contra3-'.: 1  because of the local 
and discontinuous  character of the  interventj.ons  decided  on~ vti th the  more 
radical one  adopted in v:orldng out  the  Andapa.-Sambava  p:r.o .iec·~. 
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It.  is interesting to  note  in this respect that the first  hro  projects 
were  elaborated in 1961 1  >vhereas  the financing of the  Andapa  road took 
place a  year and  a  half later. This  points to  a  rapid evolution of the 
concepts applied by the  Commission  in the field of economic  infrastructure 
investments.  As  we  will see,  this evolution has  proved beneficial. 
c)  In the  course of execution the  general.arra.."l.gement  of the projects has 
been some;,rhat  modified.  In Ankaizina7  the  ~i.lalagasy Govermnent  has  substi-
~  . 
tued for the net·Hork of internal services initially planned the first  166 
kilometers of a  track from  Bealanana towards  Andapa.  It has also financed 
the  construction 1mder  11regie
11  arrangements of 25  km  of earth road on the 
Antsohiby-Bealanana route. 
The  ~otal cost of the  Community  aid  ~·ras  270  million Malagasy  francs,  to 
which  must  be  added  143  million finru1ced  from  the  country's own  budget. 
0:.:1  the  Tignere-Kontcha route  certain tasks >·rere  underestimated 
(excavations,  rock masses)  and  the  Community  financing proved  sufficient 
to  comple1:e  only the first 25  krn  of the road?  instead of 32.  The  Cameroon 
Government  has  t~~en over payment  for the following 29  km~ thus  exte~ding 
the  length of road  completed to  55  .km  out  of a  total of 119 km.  The  cost 
of the  wo~k v:as  382A  mill~-2n Frs  CFA 7  of which  175,4 on  charge to  the 
Fund. 
As  regards the  Andapa.-Sambava  road,  the  course  of the 1.vork  was  perturbed 
in particular by three  cyclones,  which  caused  ~~ch d~~ge and  several 
corrections to the  itinerary which  hav~ added to the  cost  of the  scheme •  .. 
finally,  this amounted  to 3.833 million Malagasy  francs,  of which 
2.775,2 million were  covered by Community  aid and  1.057~8 million by the 
Malagasy  budget~ 
d)  \rihen  the effects of these three  pro'j0cts are analysed it can be  seen that 
the difference  noted in the  investments made  is' reflected by an  even more 
radical difference  in the remllts obtained 1  as regards both transport and 
the  economy  of the  re~ions concerned. 
The  Hork  carried out  on the  Tignere-Kontcha road has  mad0  it possible to 
render praticable throughout  the year the first  54  km  starting from 
Tignere 1  but beyond this point all the difficulties remain and  the axis 
ca.~ only be  used by light vehioles when  the  dry season is advanced. - 61- , VIII/275(73)E  C-5 
~fis  aost of the  ~nvsetmmfi~j  fi~o~ss~ te  p~O~b~S ~~Q  ~QQA ~~ t~  ~s 
Kontcha  (about  65  km)  is such that it has yet been possible for the 
Ca:neroon  Government  to devote the necessary resources to this task. 
rfuen  the  conditions of utilisation of the  Ankaizina project were first 
examinated,  an appreciable reduction in the ton-kilometer tariffs was 
noted  bet~·;een Antsohihy and  Eealanana - of 'the order of 17%  on the upviard, 
a~~ more  than  56%  on  the downward,  journey .but this result apparently had 
no  effects on  the  economic  animation of the  region.  Among  the reasons which 
explained this situation there was  above all the fact that,  despite the 
improvements  carried out,  the Antsohihy-Bealanana road was  still not  a 
permanent  a.:x:is.  However,  it would  seem  that this result v1ill shortly be 
achieved  :  the first  63  km  of this road  (including the 15-km  section 
financed by Community  aid)  have been asphalted,  with Nalagasy financing. 
The  Hork  of surfacing the  second part  (71  km),  to v;hich  nu:rnerous 
improvements  have already been made  by the Mal::l.gasy  Government 7  is to be 
undertaken in l973 with financing by  Italia~·bilateral aid.  Finally, 
it is consoling for the  Community  to note  that the  financing it  gra.nt~d 
to the first  scheme  to open up  .Anka.izina has triggered off the  provision 
of intrastructure which  should shortly make .it possible to develop about 
70.000 hectares;,still  lying fallow. 
The  'conditions of utilisation of the  @1~a.E.a:=.s~m.l?,a:y:a_r.9_a9:, 7  the third of 
the projects examined,  are at present still ·more  satisfactory.  As  the 
project was  taken into service only recently (early 1970),  no  adequate 
information is yet available for a  complete  assessment  of the  extent of 
its economic  repercussions.  However,  th~ initial results look very 
promising. 
EetNeeu 1964  and  1970  the number  of  vehicl~s avai.lable in the Andapa 
basin is said to have  risen from  17  to 91  ~ an  increase by 5.4  times, 
largely attributable to  the project  i  · 
.  ,,  I 
The. consumption of petrol is reported to have  gone  up by  66%  beh1een 
1968  and 1971  and  that of fuel oil by  lOc%  during the  aame  period; 
- Counting operations  in October 1971  reyeal;(ild  an average daily traffic 
of 167  vehicles.  This  result,  achieved during a  harvest  por;i.od 7  should 
correspond to  :;u.  traffic of the  order of 120  vehicles  per day  on  the 
annui:J.l  avorage·.  This  is a  clear indication of the interest of use;;-s 
in the  investment. - 62- VIII/275(73)E  C-5 
This  interezt  a.ppe:l.:t.'s  a.ll the  more  justi:t'ill:ld.  since  1  until the  roa.d \'lac 
opened,  transport bE:b·reen  An.dapa  and the  east  coast  \vas  mainly by air. 
Comparison of the freight  rates applied by air and road  shows  that the 
latter malces  possible  savings of nearly 7  r·lalagasy francs  per kg on trans-
port betHeen Andapa  and  Sambava for basic products  such as  sugar,  salt and. 
rice,  and of the  order of 15  francs for coffee and  29 for vanilla, which 
corresponds to gains of 75  to  90%  in relation to the air rates  (1). 
It is interesting to  observe here that,· contrary to tvhat  has  very often 
been noted  in the utilisation of projects of mode~~isation of road.  axes 
already in use  (2) 1  the  gains  procured by the  investment  seem to be Hidely 
and  immediately passed on at the level of producers  and  consumers. 
The  effects of the  schemo  on the  economy  of the  Andapa basin cannot yet be 
assessed because  we  are still too  close to the event.  Hov1ever 1  an undoubted 
trend  to~1ards the monetarisation of activities is making itself felt,  and 
this is a  sign of the  ne1-1  dynamism of trade.  The  operations being carried 
out  vlith Community  financing  (hydro..;.;ag-.c).cult':.U'al  equipment  of the  Andapa 
basin,  completion of the  Sambava-Vohemar road)  3hould normally provide this 
region with the bases for deep-seated development  by promoting the 
exploitation of its agricultural potentialities and  e:>..--tending  the area 
of its trade' with the  coastal  zone.· 
e)  The  ca:re  be:i,ng taken with the maintenance of the  infrastructure established 
bears 11i tne.ss  1  after the fina.."1cial  efforts made  to  achieve them,  to the 
importance  attached by  Carueroon and Iorafagasca.r :to  these  projects to open 
up  land-locked areas. 
As  the  Andapa..-Sambava road is of too  recent  construction to be  examined 
from this point of view· 1  this remark applies mainly to tho section completed 
of the  Tignere-Kontcha road  and the  An.lcaizina roads 1  where  11improving 
maintenance  Hork"  has  in many  places  transformed the  conditions of viability 
betHecn  Antsohihy  and  Bealanana.  These  results arc  a.ll tha  more  rem.il·:cable 
as the  t-v;o  roads  pass  through areas  wher.e  the topography and  the  climate 
make  maintenance  operations particularly difficult. 
•  0 .;  Cl  •• 
(l) The  regularairlinks have  moreover been.abolished.  since the  opening of 
'the  An.dapa,;...3ambava  road 
(2)  See  in particular "Report of the  Commission to the  Azsociation Cou."lcil  on 
Financial and  Technical Cooperation for the year 1971';  (pages  68  and  69) - 63- VIII/275(73 )E  C-5 
.Among  the  lessons which  may  be  learned from  an  analysis of 
the  conditions of utilisation of these  projects, the first is doubtless 
that  isolated and  discontinuous  improvements  to ·infrastructure can,  in 
general,  not provide  any solution to the problems of land-locked regions. 
The  provision of a  sure  and practicable itinerary which can be 
used  in all seasons  in fact  constitutes a·  threeshold.short of which the 
utility of any investment  can only be hazardous.  It is true  that the cost 
of such a  project,  taking into accoUnt  the  generally difficult lie of 
the  land,  is in most  cases  clearly higher than that of the traditional 
operations to modernise  an existing road network,  but the fact  is that 
the economic  and  social objectives of opening up  such areas  are  also 
of another magnitude.  This  is why  it would  seem  advisable not to plan 
such projects unless the framework  of future  development  of the area 
considered has first been studied from  al~  .  angles  7  and  then defined 1-:i  th 
due  regard to those aspects v1here  it is complementary to the neighbouring 
regions  and  to the  re~~iremants of the populations  concerned.  The  ro~ 
then appears  no  lo~g~r as the  very objective of the project but  as its 
basic  element~ It is in terms of this .concept  of integrated operation 
that the  diffE!rent  activities financed byCommunity aid in the  Andapa 
region have  p~agmatically and progressively fallen into place  in 
relation to each other. - 64- VIII/275(73 )E  C.-5 
In this sector the  infol~ma.tion gathered by the  Commission in 1972 
concerns  the utilisation of the  schools built under an important  programme 
for  prim~J education in  Ca~eroon, projects relating to  secondary education 
in the  same  country and.  in Rwar.da 7  and  several technical education establish-
ments  financed by Community  aid in other Associated States. 
a)  As  regards  nrima~r education,  the  school building programme  financed  from 
EDF  resources  in Carneroon  was  aimed. at  underpinning the efforts of the 
Government  to provide  schooling by  constructing and equipping 172  schools 
in 46  Commu....'1es  in the  eastern part of the  country.  Beti·wen  1963  and  1967, 
767  classrooms,  480  teachers'  dtvellings  and  14 health centres have thus 
been built. 
In 1972 the  conditions of utilisation of 82  of these  schools  (48%  of the 
total) 'lvere  examined. 
Fu  .. nctionally,  the  concept  of the buildings  seems  to be well adapted to 
the objective of the project1  particularly as regards qualitative 
improvement  in the teachingo  RoHcver 7  the  al'chi  tecture of the buildings 
constructed on a  standard plan in 12  Departments  of No:rth  and  Sou·~h 
Cameroon  does  not  favo~· the  integration of the various schools into 
their physical and  social  enviro~~ent and  reveals difficulties of 
~aintenaLce as  regards certain building elements. 
In a.d.di tton,  the  teachers~ dvrellings. in the  small villages do  not 
correspond to local habits;  their architectural conception is too 
sophisticated for these African villagers. 
The  Cameroon  Gover~~entsv project provided that the local population 
would  itself carry out  certain  complement~J work,  such as  the  covering 
and  painting of facades  and.the  clearing1  layout and fencing of the 
concession of each school.  In fact 1  in the m8.jo:rj;ty  of cases,  tho 
schools have  rernain0d  in the  state in which they were  >-Ihen  building 
Has  completed.  It has 1  however,  b0en possible to note  a  few  improvements 
in some  cases.  These  are  due  to the 'personality a.nd  tanaci  ty of the 
headmaster1  or sometimes  to the 'actions  of the local authorities  • 
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In 70'fo  o:t:  tM  aohoolG  v:i.G1tcd.  th(l)  "build:l.nsa  ~  d.we'J.l:l.~glll  ~· i.n  g.  good 
state of repair.  Current  maintenance,  which is ensured by the teachers, 
the  pupils and  the parents  1  is see'n to be satisfactory in most  cases. 
This effort on the  part of the direct users of the  investment  should be 
stressed,  since it partially offsets the absence of the communal  credits 
envisaged by the Ministry of the National Plan for current upkeep.  Tnese 
credits are only really granted in 18%  of cases  (in the Departments of 
Benoue  and Biamara). 
But  it is above all the  ma.,j~r- :_:e..rc:.i:Es  connected with the technical 
concept of the buildings which pose  proble~s because of their excessive 
cost.  The  inadequacY- of the bu~appropriations for National Education 
has  so far precluded the  necessary repairs  • 
•  ~  regards the school furnishings  supplied under the project,  these were 
only brought  into service in 1970  and  in most  cases are in a  good  state 
of repair. It will,  however,  be  noted that in one-third. of the establish-
' 
ments  visited the  equipment  supplied under Community  aid is today seen 
to be  insufficient.  This  is a  consequence  of the  .. success of the project 
from  the  angle of the utilisation of the buildings. 
The  764  classrooms  provided under the project represent  a  theoretical 
capacity of 41.000 places,  'l'l'hich  has  permitted. schooling to be  greatly 
developed,  particularly in the rural areas.  In certain cases the 
infrastructure. provided by the resources of the Fund.  has  replaced buildings 
which  were  very old and  too  primitive, but: it is striking to note that 
the  --~umber of ::Pupils  per class generally e:x:ceeds  the already high norm 
of 54  chosen when  the project \'las  drawn  up~  In the  esta.blishni.ents visited 
there  is a.n  average  of 61  pupils per class,  vtith maxima.,  according to the 
schools,  as  hlgh a.s  between 76  and  155~  The  overcrowding of the schools 
is more  marked  in the built-up areas than in the  countryside. 
It is the infant and  preparatory courses which have by far the largest 
number  of pupils.  This  is a  situation which  perhaps does  not  provide 
the best  cond.i t ions for awakening the  intelligence of the youngest 
pup,ils.  · · 
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- ~c£o£1_a!t~n£~c~ is satisfactory in general, being in excess  of  9~~ in 
tl:U'ee  schools  out of four.  The  periods of irregu.lar attendance  correspond 
either to harvests 1  or hunting and fishing seasons or1  again,  to religous 
holidays. 
Speaking generally  1  1e~c£i_£g_p~rE_OE:"'l£l_are too  fe'l';  in numbers.  In two-
thirds of the  schools  there are more  than 50  pupils per teacher. 
_!:.'1~  _le2e1 £f_CJ:l:l:.aJ:.i.[i_sa1i£n_of _  _:l:;llis  personnel is furthermore still fairly 
lou  ;  in 1971,  only  2%  of the -primal"'J  school· te.achers had attained the 
bacca.lau.reat  level and  15%  that of the brevet  (secondary school cGrtificate). 
The  remaining 83%,  representing more  than 12o000  teachers,  had been 
recruited at  the  level of the  primary  school  certificate~ Since  July 1971 
the  Government  has  stopped r0cruiting at this level.· Promotion;;.;  of qualified 
teachers at present represent  about  400 per year1  but the situation should 
be  more  speedily redressed thanks to  a  scheme  :financed by the  IBRD 7  >-lhich 
provides for the  opening in 1974  of three  ne'I·T  Normal  Schools for assistant 
teachers with a  capacity o:f  210  places each. 
Despite  these difficulties,  the  _s:u~l.~t_r  _9.f_t.£_e_t~a.s,h,in,G:  can be  con::::i.dervd 
:fairly E;,rood  in 30%  of the  schools,  i-lhere  the headmasters are capable of 
m~~ing up by their drive for the  inadequate training of  a  pal~ of the 
pe!'son..."l.el.  These  results  couldg  moreover 1  be rapidly improved if the 
teachers had the necessary pedagogical resources  (exercise books1  manuals 7 
etco_  •• ). 
The  problems of the  quality of the teaching inevitably ha.ve  theu~ reperC".J.s-
sions  on the  ~Xf:mi~ti_oE: !:eE_u];tE_.  Among  the  schools visited7  only 59%  get 
at least half of their pupils through the  pri~J school  ce~cificate exam. 
For the  exa~ination to enter the sixth class  (second~Jr education) this 
percentag-e  is  somewhat  lOi-ror. 
According to the  information  obtained~ it would  seem that about  2~~ of the 
pupils  contin~e their studies beyond the  primar,y cycleo  For tha others the 
.£u.!.i~tE_ are  inadequate  ..  Tney mainly consist oi jobs availal1le  in too  small 
number  in local  industry·  (tobacco~  cotton)  a.nd  in. tha public or private 
serr.ices  sector~ 
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In conclusion,  the project has  made  a  big contribution 
to the Dfforts of the Cameroon  Government  to provide  schooling by stepping 
up the  capacity of the  scholastic infrastructure to receive pupils and  by 
improving the material conditions in education.  But  its efficacity is 
limited by the  inadequacy of the budget  resources which the State is able 
to devote to upkeep  and  operation and  also to the training of teachersG 
Above  all7  questions  need to be put  concerning.the aims of the primary 
education irr:r)arted.  Thos0  r0sponsible  on the  Cameroon  side  consider that 
its substance is ill-adapted to the  so'cio-economic  and  cul'tural context 
of the  country.  A reform in the direction of ruralisation of education 
is going on with the help of aid bodies. 
b)  ~econd~~l education 
Three  projects  concerning secondary education were  examined  in the  cow.·se 
oi' the year  just passed.  These  are the buildings .for I.f.azenod  College at 
Ngaoundere  and LiberlT'.ann  College at Duala  (Cameroon)  and for tho  girls~ 
lyc~e at Kigali  (lli·;anda). 
1: 
1.  In Cameroon 1  Com~unity aid has  financed  the  extension and fitting out  of 
the  two  establishments mentioned,  which have been in exista.nce for a  .. 
long time  •.  Since the  completion of the bu:i.ldings 1  certain further fittings 
have been progressively installed by the  Government,  in particular at 
Ngaoundere  (sports field and <wrkshop).  In addition to the equipment 
fir.a.nced by EnF,  the  t1·10  establishments have  been provided <lith  laboratory 
equipment  by the  FAG  and by private donors. 
The  _£O,!!;Cs:JJ!i£n_a£_..d_CE:r!Yl:,n_g:-_£u,!  of these  t•-;o  projects,  •·;hich went  into 
service  as.  far back as 1967/68,  have  given complete  satisfaction.  The 
architectural  concept  of the buildings  (robust 7  simple and well 
accorded aesthetically with the  e~istindbuildings) must  be considered 
as one  of.the main factors of the  success noted.  Tho  solutions chosen 
have  takei1 perfect accou..'lt  of the requirements  expressed. by the 
utilisors. 
i:l."'Dm  the technical angle,  the ~s~  £f_t_!?}'l_b,E;i]A~,n.e;-s_ho.s ha.rd.ly  por.cd 
any problem so far.  As  regards !h.£  !S3i,Em~n,1 7  this is sn:tisfactoxy 
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- 2);1,£  ,!:l;P}S0,9.P  __ o:f  the buildil'l.gs  o~n bl!l  oonsido:J.•ed.  as  V<J:cy  1:1a.timf'a.otocy,  both 
as xegards  current operations and major repairs.  ~no latter are  generally 
carried out  as  soon as  they are seen to be necessaxy. 
In a  general  way~  the operation of tho  tuo  establishments has not hi  the::.·to 
been perturbed by  fin~~cial problems 1  although it leaves a  debit balance  at 
the  end  of the financial years  (about  8 - lo%  of the amount  of the  expondi-
~·es)o ~~is is only covered thanks to external aid of private or public 
origin. 
F-.com  the angle  of !_h~ £C~u_Ea_!i_9_n_o.f ,!h~ _Er~m,;hs~s.l. the  two  establishments are 
used to  maximum  capacity  :  360-380  pupils in the  I~zenod Colle6~,  295  of 
them boarders,  and 580  at Libermann  College,  including 200  boarders. 
Attendance,  vlhich  is very regular,  is aropnd  98;·t 
The  ratio of teachers to pupils is favourable.  At  11I>!azenod11  there is one 
teacher for 17  pupils and  at 
11Libermann
11  one for 19. 
1ne aualifications of the  teachers are high in relation to what  may  be  noted 
--~--------------- . 
in the  public establisrunents of the  same  order in  C<~eroon. Teachers  in 
possession of a  licence  (bache'lo:r:· 1 s  degree)  1  or a  diploma. of higher  studi~s 
at least equivalent thereto,  make  up  81%  of the teaching stai'f at N'azenod 
College  and  75%  at Libermarlll.  The  other teachers have their baccalaureat. 
Jliost  of them. have  practical teaching  experience extending over at least 
five or  si..~:  years. 
- T".ue  results obtained  in examinations  in the  course of the last threa y.:la:r:::  -----------------
bear \'li  tness to the quality of the teaching imparted.  The  percentages of 
success vary for l/Iazenod  College  from 75-9ofo  at the  level of the elementary 
certificate o:f  the first and probationary' cycle~  a."ld  from  54-55%  for the 
baccalaureat.  For the  Libermann College  t~ese figures are 7C-94%  for the 
e1e~enta.ry certificate and  the  probationai:v and  58-8~/a for the baccala.ur6at. 
Although  informatio:a concerning _y:o_£aj:_i£n~l-~i£a~c~ _0;n9:,  .'2_nj}_£tE_  is not  very 
complete,  it >-rould  seem that all those  re~ching baccalaurea  t  leval a.t  I'·la:r.enod, 
e.rid.  45%  of thosCJ  a:b  Lil1ermar:m.  &,\'J  on to higher studies.  T'.a.·~  o-:;hi::r  pupils v;ho 
ha1re  reached the brev0t  ol.~  baccalaureat level become  oa.nd:i.dates  to ·l;hc  c.:.-;;:·~;~;:J.t 
that places are  availabl~ for employmsnt  in  education~  th~  ~my or tho - 69- VIII/275(73 )E  C-5 
a~J.m:!.nie't:t-e.'lli.VIli  llHll:t"V:l.e~e.  1 .l'he  Pl'le.1'o:l:by. o:t  the  jobil  o:i':t~!~:~.•ed.  '\l{)  ho'l.d.lll:t'll  of 
brevet  or ba.ccalaureat by the  productive sector is o'learly felt.  T'nis 
situation again brings up  the  problem of better correspondence between 
the  system of general education and.  development  requirements i'l"hich  is one 
of the  subjects of concern of the  Governments  of the Associated States. 
2.  In lli;anda,  the  Community  has  financed  a  complex:  grouping of the  lycee  and  the 
Junior Norrr~l School for girls at Kigali. 
The  ~OE;C~!  ~n.£ ~c.£~v~~n! of the  p~ject are at present giving complete 
satisfaction.  £...1ain_!e~a~c~ is ensured in very adequate fashion.  Since the 
premises  were  brought  into service  in 1971  the 13.  classes and  the boarding 
school,  ivhich are  occupied to capacity,  have  been providing aocomodation 
for 375  pupils.  The  pupils, all boarders,  are mainly of rural origin (93%). 
The  teaching staffnumbar  311  which  means  that there is one  teacher for 
12 pupils. 
The  education given,  Hhich is spread over six years,  begins by three years 
of orientation and ends with three years of economic  and  ped.a.gogio  teaching. 
The  orientation cycle  consists of general ed.uca.tion viith an African 
programme  (history,  geobTaphy,  sciencesy  etc  ••• ). The  pedagogical section 
trains >·romen  teachers :for primary schools.  T'ne  economic  section turns out 
med.i~level supervisOlJr staff for  government  service  and  prepares students 
uho  11:i.sh  to  continue higher studies. 
Attend~~ce and ~e~ult~ may  be  considered geod  at present. 
The  aim of the  projects is to  mruce  an effective contribution to  improving 
the  ~ality of  prinw~y education by the replacement  of rapidly-trained 
monitors by  ~U1lified teachers.  Outlets are also available  in the  services 
of  th~ public Administration. 
On  the whole this project offers fu;and.a  girls good.  lXlssibilities of 
advancement  and'may therefore be considered  a.  success. 
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The  aim  of the  Higher Normal  School at Abidjan  (Ivo~ Coast),  financed by 
Community  aid 1  was  the training of secondary teachers,  primary education 
inspectors,  educational advisers and  supervisory staff for teacher training 
centres  (directors and  professors of pedagogics). 
The  project included the  construction and  equipment  of buildings for the 
administration of the School and for teaching1  and  also a  research and 
documentation centre and boarding accommodation.  The  directing body of the 
School is on the whole  satisfied with what  has been achieved. 
The  establishment  was  planned for  250  students,  including 180 boarders, but 
this capacity has  turned out to be  insufficient in all fields.  ~ne School, 
which went  into service  in 1970,  was  obliged,  in the  course of the 1971/72 
university year, to take  497  students.  For 1972/737  registrations amounted 
to more  than 700.  ~nis gap  is due  to the  exPansion of the rate of school 
attendance  in the  country,  which has been more  rapid than expected. 
In order to  cope  •·ri th the  increase  in the numbers  to be a.dmi tted,  Ivory 
Coast  financed,  in 1971  already1  the building of· 12 further classrooms. 
Despite  this  supplementary  investment,  the  £C~~a!i£n_of the premises is 
still very much  in excess of their normal  capacity. 
,:it,ie~d.§;U_£e_is  good,  but we  must  hotvever  note,  at the end  of the university 
year,  certain defections due  to the refusal of some  students to subscribe 
to the  comnitment  to serve  in public education for 10 years.  These  do  not 
exceed 5-6%  of the number  of students registered at the beginning of the 
year. 
The  _!e~c_£i_!lg;:_s,!a!,f_seem to be sufficient ,in number.  The  figure has risen 
from  44 in 1971 to 59  in 1972.  Most  of them are of French origin7  but the 
relative  importance of these is nevertheless tending to decline to the 
advantage of Ivory Coast  teachers  1  who  accounted for about  25%  of the staff 
in 1972.  The  teachersr  qualifications seem to be satisfactory,  since they 
ra.:ri.ge  from  the higher education certificate to the Agregation.  Nevertheless, 
the proportion of teachers who  are only of  11certified11  level is still 
considerable  (50-55%  of the total). 
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iJ.1he still :.:-ecent  entry into 'service  of'  the establishment  and.  its a'bsonoe 
of genuine financial autonomy  mean  tha·t  1  for the  time being, it is difficult 
to assess whether the  credits allotted to it are  sufficient to ensure its 
functioning under good  conditions and the proper upkeep  of the  investments. 
Ro-vrever,  on the basis of the budget  commitments  knoim,  it nru.st  be noted that 
the  amount  of appropriations  in 1972  clearly declined despite  the higher 
number  of studentsQ 
- 1?~  £e~ult~ of the teaching may  be  considered as· satisfactory.  On  the 
average,  75%  of the  candidates obtain the certificate of pedagogical aptitude 
for teaching in general education colleges a.nd  90%  the primary inspectors 
certificate. 
Beginning with this year,  the School is also  empowered  to deliver the certi-
ficate  of pedagogical aptitude for  secondary education required to exercise 
teaching functions  in lycees which hitherto was  awarded  in France after 
preparation in the School. 
There  are  no  problems as regards £~l~t~ for students who  have bean awarded 
a  diploma when  they leave the School.  They are automatical:y appointed,  in 
the  lie;ht of the  wn'i;i l'i.orLte  obtained,  either to a  general educational 
college  of to a  position as primary schools  inspector. 
This .situation will certainly continue for  some  years.  In 1971/72,  medium-
level public education i-Jas  employing 2.345  teachers,  of whom  352  were 
nationals of the  Ivory Coast.  For the  country to be  in a  position to  satisfy 
its requirements for teaching personnel  single-handed it will be necessary to 
wait  at least u,nti1 1984,  on condition that the Higher Normal  School itself 
can train about.  200  teachers annually from: 1975  onvtards.  (In 1972,  53  nationals 
obtained the certificate of pedagogical aptitude for teachers). 
In conclusion1  although it may  be  regretted:that  ove~cautions forecasts 
prevented the  investments being on the proper scale, it must  be noted that 
the latter nevertheless  constitute a  particularly useful intervention in 
favour of the  improvement  of education and  the training of national cadres 
~ 
in Ivory Coast •. 
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d)  Technical education and vocational training 
This  sector is one  of those to which  Community  aid has  gradually .accorded 
an  increasingly important  position because  of the practical aims  of the 
training imparted and  its direct repercussions  on economic activity. 
In 1972,  four projects in this sector -generally of recent  implementation-
were  examined  from  the point of view of their conditions of utilisation. 
- Three  of them  concern agricultural teaching and  training,  and this is a 
I 
concrete illustration of the  Communityvs  interest in the development  of 
the sector of activity which employs  most  people in the associated 
countries  • 
• !h!:. !:g;£i,£u,lt.:¥.§::l_H,i@_eE_  .!,e,£h~i_£a_! §.c_£o9_l_a_!  ].u_!a;se_(RNanda)  trains 
technicians to  cover the requirements of the agricultural and  stock-
breeding services and  the  large-scale operations to organise peasant 
farming.  The  conception and  achievement of the buildings brought  into 
operation in 1967  is satisfactory on the vlhole 7  and the  equipment has 
proved to be i-lell adapted to the requirements of the establishment. 
The  maintenance  and  functioning of the school,  whose  director is 
supplied by the French cooperation authorities,  do  not entail any major 
problems;~  The  taking into service of:: the boarding accommodation,  in the 
course of the year 1972/73,  should make  it possible fully to utilise 
the  est~blishment  7  1-lhich  is at present running at only 7c:f/o  capacity 
because· of the difficulties of lodging the  students. 
The  qualifications of the  supervisory staff (engineers, university 
teachers,  highe~ technicians)  and their density  (one  teacher for 10 
pupils) appear very satisfactory. 
Requirements  for the  services of agricultural and veterinary technicians 
are  such.that  there will be  no  probl~m of outlets for the  students 
graduating during the  10 or 15  years to come.  The  project  can therefore 
be  considered as  a  success  from all .~oints of view  • 
•  In i'-1adagasca:r,  Cormnunity  aid has financed the  construction and 
equipment  of seven agricultural teaching establishments  intended to 
spread and regionalise this type of training throughout  the whole 
country. ·six of these  establishments have  so far been definitively 
accepted for·service. 
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The  utilisation of th®ac  eatablishm~nts is handicapod by a  oe~ain 
material inadaptation of the  investments  to  local conditions  :  a  question-
able  choice  of certain sitings,  ill-adapted dwellings,  quality of 
materials unsuited to the  climate 7  high operational costs of certain 
equipments  resulting in their non-utilisation,  etc  ••• Despite these 
technical difficulties the objectives are almost all achieved or on the 
way  to being so.  The  regionalisation of agricultural education,  which 
was  hitherto centralised in Tananarive,  is now  fact. It will, hoNever, 
be  noted that students from  the High· Plateaux· still greatly predominate 
in most  of the  establishments.  The  second objective - to  supply the 
agricultural cadres required. by the llla.lagasy administration - is also 
I 
close to attainment. 
The  reform of the agricultural education programmes adopted  in January 1972, 
Hhich placed tho  stress on the training of heads of farms,  has been 
postponed.  How  this project will be applied in the future is thus not 
yet  very clear  • 
•  :£b.,:::.  ~r.§:c.!i£al _!:b_Ei_£ul_t2::!.£  ~c,ho2_l_a_! .~i!);g-~el,a_(Cameroon)  constitutes as 
interesting experience  in the training of young farmers  in modern 
procedures. and  media for 1.;orking the  land.  The  establishment is run 
by the  Cameroon  Chamber  of Agriculture  and is reserved for young farmers 
(betHeen 18  and  35)  chosen in the  same  region for each year's entry. 
The  school buildings,  Hhich Here  -taken into service in !11aroh  1971,  are 
fully occupied.  They  accomodate  60  students,  \1hereas  the initial capacity 
was  40.  T'.o.e  number  of applicants ver:y clearly exceeds what  the 
establishment  can: cope Hith1  and this is an obvious  sign of the 
interest  rr~nifested by the population in the project. 
Despite  a  difficu.lt  -take-off by the School  consequent  upon financial pro-
blems,  and  although it is not  yet  possible  completely to  judge the 
effectiveness of the  teaching  imp~ed 7 !it \'lOUld  seem that the objectives 
will be attained,  as  the  Schoo  IV s  activi  tj.es are focused  on food  crops and 
on the breeding of small cattle and farmyard animals.  The  production of 
its former  pupils '•iould  not  seem likely .,to  encounter any problems  of 
outlets  1  for it comes  into the  framet1orlc  of the  11Green Belt11  operation 
1'lhich  -the  Govermnent  has  launched in order to  reduce  the food  crops 
deficit of YaoUl:de. - 74- VIII/275(73)E  C-5 
- Outside  the agricultural sector another project ;.;as  examined  in Burundi. 
· This  is the Technical School at Bujumbura  (Electricity Section). 
The  creation of the Electricity Section,  financed by the EDF,  .in this 
School has been a  complete  success.  According to the users, the project 
does  not  pose  any problems  either on  the technical or the functional plane. 
The  106  students are divided between a  first  cycle  (medium  technique) of 
four years  and  a  higher cycle  (secondary technique)  also of four years,  and 
an  11electronicrr  cycle of three years.  Half those  leaving the first cycle 
enter the  higher one. 
The  teachers  number  13  (one  for 8  pupils).  Ten  of them are supplied by the 
technical assistance agencies of the  Community  countries  (7  Belgian and 3 
French). 
In this establi.shment there were  33  EDF  scholarship-holders,  including the 
20  students of the electronics cycle,  in 1972. 
According to the Burundi  Government  there is no  ~roblem in finding  jobs 
for·tnese  students. 
* 
*  * 
Analysis of the  conditions of utilisation of all the educational and 
,, 
training projectq, just reviewed leads to certain conclusions which are worth 
sketching out,  in that they may  make  it possible to  improve  the effectiveness 
of technical and financial cooperation in the  setting of the Association. 
It would first of all appear that,  on the technical and functional 
level,  the :projects financed by the  Fund  indeed  correspond to the objectives 
assi~ed to  them by the  Associate"'  States  :  extemsion of the provision of 
'  ~~  ' 
schooling,  training of teachers,  development  of occupational and  technical 
training.  The  main difficulties which it has been possible to note  in the 
utilisation of these projects concern the adaptation of their conception to 
the  local  condition and  :problems  of outlets and the lack,  in certain cases, 
of adequate  dovetailing into a  medium-term  programme  for the development  of 
education in the.  light of the  general economic  and  social evolution of the 
countries  concerned~ 
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On  tht::J  first  poin·b  the  Governments  of the  Assooia.ted Sta.tes  a.nd  the  Commission 
v:ill need  to  carry on more  energetic action to oblige the architectural 
offices to  study the  environment  of each project completely and  in detail 
in order that account  may  be  trucen 7  in the  planning of the buildings and 
equipment 1  of all the factors,  both physical and  socio-economic7  which 
govern local life.  L~ initial step7  and  already an  important  one,  could be 
taken if the  conception of each project viere  preceded by a  systematic 
enquiry with the utilisors to specify the nature of the requirements to be 
satisfied and the practical conditions of work. 
The  problem of outlets once  again emerges  very  clearly when  the possibilities 
of  jobs  open to young holders of certificates of primary and  secondary 
education are examined.  Such outlets are generally limited to the public 
service  and  the administration of the private  sector~ This  promotes the 
thought  that  the  effort to provide  schooling only acquires  genuine 
effectiveness if it is undertrucen in the  frame~ork of a  system of' education 
determined in the  li~~t of the  requirements of the  country.  ~nis work of 
adaptation of the  substance  and  methods  of education is complex  and  yary 
delicate.  It must  be  t~con in hand  again after a  certain time,  but it is 
the  necessary condition if the  considerable sacrifices made  by the 
Associated States for the training of their young people are to produce 
effects,  in develop;nent  torms 1  compatible with the  sacrifices. 
The  Commission,  for its part 1  attentively examines,  when  preparing each 
project,  the  system of education into which it fits in order to assess 
its efficacity in the  light of the  objectiv~~ la.id dovm  by the  Yaounde 
Convention,  that is to  say the  sooio-economic.aims of the development  of 
the  country con:sidered. VIII/275(73)E  C-5 
ANNEXES 
I.  P~vances to  stabilisation funds  - situation in 1972 
Article 17  of the first Yaounde  Convention laid down  in 
paragraph 4  that part of the  supplementary effort by the  Community 
could be brought to bear on  the stabilisation of prices by means 
of advances  to help palliate the  consequences of temporary fluctuations 
on world markets. 
In 1972,  the  state of refunding of advances  granted was 
modified by the  reimbursement  of the amounts  mobilised under the 
heading of the advance  granted in respect  of coffee to the  Office 
des  Cultures  Industrielles du Burundi  (OCIBU- Burundi  Office for 
Industrial Crops)  for an amount  of 853.447 u.a.,  and by the part 
repayment  (248.000 u.a.) of the amounts ·provided under the head 
of the advance to the  Chad  cotton prices stabilisation fund 
(1.452.  716 u.a.), of which the balance l-Tas  to be liquidated in 
two  years. 
As  regards  the advance  made  to the Equalisation Fund 
of the sugar  agreement  of the  Organisation Commune  .Africaine et 
Pfulgache 7  the director of the  Fund  has  announced that, for lack 
of normal functioning of the equalisation provided for in the 
~eement, his agency  lacked liquidity at the present time  and 
would therefore be unable  to refund the amount  mobilised 
(1.085.034 u.a.) on the  due  date. VIII/275(73)E  C-5 
Apo.rt  from  the aids provided for under the  Yaounde  Conventions 1  the 
Associa-~ed States benefitted in 1972  from the  Community's  general food 
aid programme  (agreed upon in the setting of the  second Food  Aid 
Convention~ 1\'hich  carne  into force  on l  July 1971). 
Of  the 414.000  tons  of cereals w~ich the  ~ommunity decided~ in 1972 1 
to distribute to  21  developing countries,  66.555  tons i·ient  to  seven 
Associated States.  This was  32%  of all the  Community  aid. 
A ci.istinction should be  made  betHeen the  normal aids decided on in 
May  1972  (the  products being supplied c.a.f. or free-at-frontier) 
and  a  special emergency aid  program~e agreed upon in December 1972 
to  combat  the effects of the catastrophic drought  in the African 
countries of the Sahel  a~d Sudanese  zone  in 1971/72.  In this latter 
case,  the  Co~o/.~ity has undertaken to bear a'part of the  costs of 
internal transport  for the  products delivered. 
T'ne  lL.'i..SI·i  which have benefitted from  Community  food aid are the 
follov;ing  : 
Normal  aid  Emergenc? aid 
D<:....'lo::ley  7.000 t 
Upper  Volta  5.000 t 
Mali  10.000 t  7o000 t 
Niger  7.000 t 
Senegal  8.555  t 
Somalia  15.000  t 
Chad  7.000 t 
:n .ooo  t  29.555  t 
~ 
66.555 
(a)  T'ne  Co:r..r;nmity~s participation in the  HFP  and  ICRC  is not  included 
in these figures.  A small part of these world :programmes  benefited 
the  A.ASI·l 
Q1  19  December  1972  the  Co~~unity decided to grant  a  delivery of 750 
tons  of skimr;:;;:;d  milk powder to Rwanda. 
(a) 
...  v VIII/275(73)E  C-5 
The  Community  has also  supplied a  certain amount  of butteroil,  0gg 
povrder  and  powdered milk to multilateral food aid agencies  :  the 
Horld Food  Programme  (WFP),  the  International Committee of the Red 
Cross  (ICRC).  These aids benefited some  AASM  to a  certain extent. VIII/275(73)E  C-5 
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Table  l 
Execution of aid financed under the third EDF  and  from  the EI:S's  01m 
resources as of 31 December  1972 
(~econd Yaounde  Convention) 
000 u.a. 
Commitments  Contracts  Payments .. 
(net)  placed 
[3rd EDF I 
Grants 
- Investments  315.528  80.099  35.1 65 
- Linked technical assistance  26.911  1.2.762  8.  2~)9 
_  · Trade  promotion  3o31 0  2~  117  1.095 . 
- Emergency  aid  10.460  10.254  9.727 
- General technical cooperation  43o090  18.  6•)8  6.ot,6 
- Administrative  expenses  42  42  17 
-.  399a341  123.9.32  60.304 
- Interest subsidies  3a297  3.297  3.297 
Total  subi:d.dies  402.638  1 27o 229  63.606 
ReEayable  aid 
- Special loans  , 2.096  7o056  )).98 
- P~rticipation in the formation 
of risk capital  990 
.. 
TOTAL  3r.d  EDF  415.724  134.285  64.104 
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T2.ble  3 
Situation of  Slun:;;,_..£9.~1~'i.2:E....l2lS....:f.rom the  rema.tnder of the  s.~.22,.~~~1:Jr~~~!l9:~kt...C:.OUnt:sx. 
(First  Yaom1de  Convention)  (ooo u.a.) 
Cll  o  m 
~  = 
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UJ 
~  -
~ye_l£P_EJe~t of  :r:roductio_~--
•  :Industrialisation  1.5co  85 
D 
Q  Tourism 
. Rural  production  72  1.876  104  3.206  459  316 
' (I 
._  ,: 
E conomic  infrastructure  .  . Roads  216  6  25 
0  :Ports 
s  ocial develoEment 
•  -Education and training 
0  Public health 
•  Hater supplies,  municipal 
administration,  housing 
1·1 iscellaneous 
315 
---
';·o~~!  215  6  72  25  1.876  1 • 7  O.+  3.206  c5  459  316  315 
No  accom1t  is taken in this Table of the  credits made  available in the  course of the  1972  financial year 
from  finished projects 
.. 
~ 
~ 
8 
~ 
1.635 
6.03} 
MI 
21{1 
315_ 
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r.r(;lt  c,rr.ount  CJf.  commi~cntB and.  r-;u.m~l  :ni'W.·~  ~~.<;:iJ.e.1;1~  in 1n2  •~.l}.<:J((ll:'  thc:J ~:!l 
Yammcle  Convention e.nrl  cumalativa  figur~ 
from  June  1964 
AASM  +  OVERALL  OPEP~TIONS  ooo u.a. 
1  Jan. - 1  1.1.64 -
Sourc:e  Type  of aid  :31/12/72  (1)!31.12.72 
·Investments 
Q  Technical assista.nce 
Aids to production 
•  Aids  to cliversifioation 
692 
3  .. 200 
- 1 a801 
)~:).9)'{ 
4).1 i,-9 
0~.506 
11 o. :r-!9 
39-137 
1 
.
.  General teclmical  cooperatj.on 
;  Erael""tsenc:;r  a.iO.s 
I  , •  Financ:i..al  charges  .W.i  ?. • .';.1 o  , 
I  t 
1------·------+'---------------------T_o_t_.a_l~@~~-an~J-cs  ________  +-___  7_-_Q_1 __  6  ~9'1>  r 
/  Special  I·  Investments  l  1  "'0.099  1  i loans  ~  •  Aids  to di;rersif:i.cation  ~  !  2/i•~ ;<;:,__j 
I  ~  .  ---. 
I
.  Total speGial loans  1  ·  j  L!"  2,....,  i 
1  Adva.'<ces  f  Advances  to stabUiza'ion f'undR  . '  i
1
·  ;~~,::  ~ 
-------+n--~----------------------~------~~------1 
I  Grand  Total  (2)  7-046  \  o5·(.267  \ 
( 1 )  .  Tile  negative  figLU'es  result from unused amounts  rflrnainin.g  :fr.~m  completed pro,jects 
( 2)  Advances  to  sta-nili.zation .funds  not  included. VIII/275(73)E  C-5 
Table  5 
Net  commitments  under the· first Yaounde  Convention by  countries 
Recapitulation 1  June  1964 - 3o  December  1972 
(ooo  u.a..)  - ... -. 
2nd  EDF  EIB 
A.ASM  special  Ordinary  ~ 
Grants  loans  loans 
:Burundi  20.718  - - 20.i7J.f3 
I Cameroon  39.30-1  14.523  11.3113  6).-l  ~;.5 
I Central African Rep.  26.074  - - 26.071). 
'Congo  20.490  - 9.000  29.490 
·rvory Coast  1J6o497  12.408  11.6..12  70  .. ~t17 
Dahomey  23.190  - - 2?,.1<)0 
Gabon  18.o6o  2.500  3· 241  23  .. /)01 
Upper  Volta  30of307  - 450  3'!.257 
Y.adagas car  68 .. 761  1.862  - 70.6~!3 
Mali  31o 793  - - :n. n1 
.. 
" 
l·Tauri  tania  15.845  2.  754  .  11.000  2o. ill)~> 
Niger  30.;035.  - - 30."03') 
. " 
2lo.3'i9  R\.;ar:da  - - 21.3·'19 
Senegal 
..  ·- 608499.  - 2.430  62 .. 939 
Somalia  2"(.136  - - 27.136 
'Chad  35~329  1. 215  - :n  .. '5'i'1 
I 'Togo  :·  :  19 .. 860  - - 19.13CO 
I Zaire  65 .. 981  9.000  - 7'1.981 
*  sums  not ·broken  dovm  by  lo1o325  - - ltj ..325 
I  colln±rv  (1) 
T  0  T  A  L  613.005  44.262  49.081  706. 34fl 
: 
(1)  Generai surveys,  symposi?-,  general information,  administrative and 
financial  costs 
I 
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